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WORKSHOPTALKS Fascism rising from Russia to
by Htun Lin

Over a year ago, where I work in healthcare,
there were multiple patient suicides which could
have been prevented had adequate access to mental
healthcare been provided. The wife of one of these
suicides said she felt her husband was abandoned
by his HMO. We healthcare workers took a stand
based on labor’s principle of solidarity to bring about
changes.

STRIKE FOR HUMAN EMPATHY

Our strike demonstrated that human empathy,
and not corporate marketing of health insurance, was
fundamental to healthcare. There was a stark difference between our notion of healthcare for all and the
corporate notion of “not everyone can be saved,” which
they use to justify cost-cutting under the Affordable
Care Act.
President Obama agreed that, in our foreign policy, strategic priorities trump our humanitarian ideals,
and that not everyone can be saved. That connects
our actions to healthcare workers in Syria digging the
wounded out of the rubble of capitalist war. According
to Physicians for Human Rights, there have been over
375 bombing strikes against medical facilities in Syria
since the revolution began in 2011, over 90% of them
from the Syrian regime and its allies Russia and Iran.
According to Foreign Policy, “Despite devastating
losses, the medical system serving Syria’s rebels and
the remaining civilians in opposition areas has proved
resilient, like the rebellion itself. From the idealistic uprising in 2011 to the dystopian violence of 2016,
Syrian healthcare workers have found ways to survive,

continued on p. 3

Erdoğan – the
pious dictator
by Mohammed Elnaiem

On July 17, an ill-advised, indefensible and
bloody coup attempt failed miserably in Turkey. Like
many militaries, the Turkish Armed Forces claim to
be a supreme vicegerent of Turkish republicanism,
sworn to protect democracy and secularism from
its own “infantile” citizenry. It is of course no wonder then that the Justice and Development Party
(AKP)—the Islamist party in power—did what it
could to entrench its rule and defeat the invasion
closing in on the Bosporus Straits.
The AKP needed only to recollect their own
country’s history to imagine what could come
out of this coup attempt: blood on the streets;
a purge of the Islamists and a hyper-secularist
agenda that would take religion out of the civic
sphere. Knowing what awaited Turkey, they did
everything they could to ensure that the coup be
defeated.
In the Middle East, the Islamists and the militaries are in a perpetual, but silent, protracted war. Gone
are the days of both secular republicanism and nationalism, discarded in favor of the so-called “moderate
Islamists” of the region.

TURKEY’S ISLAMISTS SUPPRESS REVOLT

Today Islamists believe that it is their time to shine
and so they have sought to protect their hegemony by
suppressing all dissident groups. By stark contrast,
the militaries of the region believe that citizens are
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India, from U.S. to Philippines

Trump’s campaign being connected to the full spectrum
of the Far Right, racist, anti-Semitic element in U.S.
The Milwaukee Uprising of Aug. 13-15, set off
and world politics. It clearly ruffled feathers in some
by the police killing of Sylville Smith, was the most
ruling class circles. It should have screamed out: There
direct repudiation of the outrageous reactionary
is no room today for business as usual!
rhetoric of Milwaukee County Sheriff David Clarke
But hers was a limited analysis by a politician
at the Republican Conwho remains a member
vention. A neofascist
of the ruling class. It’s
like Clarke, or his cantrue that Trump relates
didate Donald Trump,
himself to the racist,
anti-immigrant
reliwould like to blame
gious bigots of the Euro“agitators” for an antipean Right. It’s equally
racist freedom struggle
true that those parties
as old as the U.S. itself.
look to Russia’s PresiBut this was a rebellion
dent Vladimir Putin as
of people who knew the
a model and patron.
victim, knew the killer,
It is disingenuand know the score.
ous to claim that the
Likewise, Korryn
appeal to racism is
Gaines was murdered
anything new for the
Aug. 1 by Baltimore
Republican
Party,
Say Her Name Milwaukee
police for the “crime”
much less that it’s a
of asserting her hu- Aug. 8 #SayHerName Milwaukee, Wisc., vigil for women slain by violence and
foreign import. The
man dignity. Police hate. On the steps more women’s names were illuminated by candles.
Republican
Party
body cameras were
under Nixon adopted
conveniently absent
the racist “Southern Strategy” in the late 1960s,
during the siege of her apartment, but Korryn
making an appeal to those white voters who obwas able to communicate her last moments
jected to the social changes in the wake of the
through Facebook. We say her name! The world is
Civil Rights Movement.
a witness to the real criminals.
Nixon rode that reactionary horse to a landslide
A Black person driving a car in the U.S., walking
victory in 1972 that made the Republicans a model
down the street or even in their own home, knows that
for every aspiring Far Right party in the world. It also
if they encounter the police, they can be killed for no
went far toward empowering the most reactionary eleother reason than their color and no one will be held
ments in the Democratic Party.
accountable. This is fascism just as surely as Jews in
Under Reagan, in line with the laws of capital
Nazi Germany knew that an encounter with a soldier
accumulation, this reaction extended itself to open
in Hitler’s army could well mean death.
attacks on the labor movement and basic social proThe powers that be would like nothing better than
grams. Along with Thatcherism in Britain, it ushered
for the Black Lives Matter coalition to lose momenin a major right-wing trend in world politics that even
tum, burn out, and disappear. This won’t happen, for
polluted the atmosphere of the Left itself.
the simple reason that Black Lives Matter expresses
The particular "Alt Right," U.S. and European,
the very essence of U.S. history: the Black struggle for
that Hillary Clinton was attacking built on this history.
freedom.
It congealed behind the myth of a "Christian Western
U.S. POLITICS, WORLD POLITICS
civilization" that supported George W. Bush's militaThe sharp collision of human dignity and oppresrism. It was a barely coherent, internet-spread mess
sion, of revolution and counter-revolution, is the definthat misappropriated great figures from Roman poet
ing feature in world politics. Democratic Party presiVirgil to George Orwell, conflating them with bigots
dential candidate Hillary Clinton’s campaign speech
like Pim Fortuyn. It disintegrated into its fundamenon Donald Trump and the “Alt-Right,” Aug. 25, was
tal racism following the election of Barack Obama, and
a pointed but limited glimpse into the heart of such
its influence on Norwegian mass murderer Anders
politics. She laid out a devastating forensic case for
continued on p. 10

by Gerry Emmett

Help keep News & Letters going and growing
Whether we look at the rising tide of fascism
worldwide; the savage police brutality fueled by racism and sexism; or the ongoing wars that have killed
thousands of civilians in Yemen, Afghanistan and
Iraq—never was there a greater need for News &
Letters. Our coverage of Syria has been unparalleled,
following through years of war those determined to
express their humanism while fighting to free their
country.
In continuous publication since 1955, News &
Letters remains the only Marxist-Humanist newspaper in the world. Just as McCarthyism in the 1950s
failed to divert us from establishing a new kind of
organization and News & Letters as a unique combination of theory and practice, so today the worldwide retrogression will not stop us from unfurling the
needed banner of liberation grounded in the movement of people for their freedom and the philosophy
of Marxist-Humanism.
From our beginning, we have never separated voices of revolt from the philosophy of revolution Raya Dunayevskaya created as MarxistHumanism. The “voices from below”—from
Black Lives Matter to women’s liberationists to
rank-and-file working people and youth—can
be seen in the pages of N&L.
New is the incredible inreach from prisoners.
While most printed papers are experiencing a decline
in subscriptions, ours are increasing because prisoners see this paper as theirs. In June alone we had 85
requests for subs from prisoners. They know that this

is a paper where they can “speak for themselves,”
and, as so many write, “it tells the truth” and “prints
the news that the bourgeois press won’t.” As long as
funds allow, we will give a subscription to every prisoner who requests it. We will publish a second edition of our Pelican Bay Hunger Strikers prison pamphlet. We will also publish two new collections of Raya
Dunayevskaya’s writings: one on Karl Marx, and one
on the Russian Revolution. These projects are unseparated from working out the totality of Marx’s Marxism
in every facet of our work. You can help make sure
they are achieved! The continued publication of News
& Letters; the expansion of our activities with prisoners; the new website www.rayadunayevskaya.org; and
our plan for new publications confront us with ever
increasing expenses.
The bills for printing, running the office at the
Center, and postage alone come to well over $3,000 a
month. Every year since our founding, over 60 years
ago, we have turned to you, our readers and subscribers, to help us continue. Just as there has never been
a greater need for News & Letters, so has there never
been a greater need for your support!
I want to help News & Letters continue to grow.
Enclosed is my contribution of $_______.
I pledge to send $_______ each month.
Name:__________________________________________
Address:________________________________________
Send to: News & Letters, 228 S. Wabash #230,
Chicago, IL 60604; or use PayPal on our
website: www.newsandletters.org/support
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Why allow Assad
to kill the sick?
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Review: We were feminists once

We Were Feminists Once: from Riot Grrrl to Covergirl®, the Buying and Selling of a Political Movement,
by Andi Zeisler (PublicAffairs, May 3, 2016).
In 1995 Andi Zeisler (pictured below) was one of
the three founders of the magazine Bitch: Feminist Response to Pop Culture, still in publication. This was the
era of backlash against feminism, but Zeisler “always
believed that the realm of media and popular culture
was where feminism would truly change hearts and
minds.” Because other social movements have used this
realm, which
affects
everyone,
successfully
for
social change,
it should be
“an important
arena for feminist
analysis
and activism.”
Since then, feminism has become popular.

THE RISE OF ‘MARKETPLACE FEMINISM’

However, this popular feminism is a new version,
which rarely includes analysis or activism. Zeisler calls
it “marketplace feminism,” a depoliticized emphasis
on personal growth and economic success that doesn’t
challenge structural inequalities or any of the sexism
that women face daily. It does not challenge capitalism,
which helps to drive the oppression of women, instead
offering products to help individuals feel “empowered.”
Zeisler describes how this substitute for feminism evolved from the rise of neoliberalism as
well as the increase in choices of consumer goods
in the 1980s. Neoliberalism transfers economic
power from the government to the private sector.
It emphasizes privatization of public services,
cuts government spending and regulations, and
assumes the free market will determine what is
valuable. It includes the notion that people are
poor due to character flaws rather than an unjust system.
What often passes for feminist thought on mainstream and sometimes feminist internet sites are women’s angsty essays on whether personal choices over
grooming, clothing, marriage, or caregiving make them
bad feminists. This is always resolved with the notion
that anything can be feminist if a woman chooses it.
Zeisler traces this notion from the euphemistic watering down of the language discussing abortion rights to
reproductive “choice.”
While the ability to determine the course of one’s
own life is an important human right that needs to be
extended to women, “choice” is now used to deny that
some choices are not feminist. For example, a woman
who chooses cosmetic surgery is choosing something
potentially dangerous that also pressures many other
women to look the same way. Most of what marketplace feminism presents as empowering choices—from
products to choices about childcare—are not options for

Landless women meet

Editor's note: Abahlali baseMjondolo Women’s
League South Africa, part of the organization of shackdwellers, commemorated the 60th anniversary of
women marching against apartheid Pass Laws and for
gender and racial equality on Aug. 9, 1956. They held
a Women’s Power Meeting on Aug. 7, with 350 women
participating.
Durban, South Africa—We honored Thuli Ndlovu,
Nqobile Nzuza, Thembi Zungu, Bongi and Fikile Nkosi
who lost their lives fighting for dignity and equality for
women living in the shacks.
The theme is Women can bring transformation. Abahlali acknowledges and respects the
rights of women and encourages women’s equal
participation in all aspects of politics. Women
played a huge role in the realization of South
Africa’s freedom from apartheid and women play
a huge role in the struggles of the oppressed today. Women’s power is at the center of the politics of the strong poor.
The Abahlali baseMjondolo Women’s League
wants to create awareness about issues that affect
women’s lives. We want to educate women and girls to
be self-sustained.
Women in shacks face many challenges such as
patriarchy, impoverishment, ageism, parenting challenges, addiction, gender-based violence and abuse and
unlawful evictions. The Women’s League stands for the
full equality of women in the movement, in our communities and in society.
We want to take part in economic development and
urban planning in order to ensure that urban planning
and economic planning are democratized. We need cities for all, land for all and an economy for all. Impoverished women who live in shacks and rural areas must
be part of all the important discussions about our cities, rural areas and our economy…
Women have been oppressed for too long. It is time
that we rise and start doing things for ourselves.
—Abahlali baseMjondolo Women’s League
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Slutwalk nixes shame
Buddy Bell

poor and working-class women.

FEMINISM DOES NOT EQUAL CONSERVATISM

Zeisler discusses how the meaning of the word
“empowerment” went from structural changes, which
help disadvantaged people, to feeling good about oneself. The prevalence of this new meaning leads women
to believe feminism has accomplished its goals and that
achieving success or safety is now strictly their personal responsibility. The fact that this gaslighting renders
marketplace feminism the same as social and economic
conservatism is emphasized by conservative female
candidates labeling themselves as “feminist.”
Zeisler includes a well-researched history of
how women have been stifled by sexism and capitalism from telling their stories through movies
and TV. These industries have perpetuated the
notion that women and minorities are special
interest groups with nothing to say about the
greater human condition, leaving that to be defined by white men. She does touch on how feminists have used the arts and media, especially the
internet, to create culture and do activism.
Although some feminists have previously criticized
what Zeisler labels marketplace feminism, they tend
to blame the entire third-wave generation. She tells
in more detail how we got to this situation while putting the blame on capitalism and patriarchy. It would
be even better if Zeisler writes a sequel with as much
detail about how the younger feminist generations are
using media and pop culture to promote true feminism.
—Adele

WOMENWORLDWIDE
by Artemis

Ms.Magazine.com
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On May 28, 19 groups from Chile’s feminist movement took part in the International Day of Action for
Women’s Health, demanding access to abortion, which
is totally illegal there. In July, the Feminist Propaganda Brigade held a march demanding “legal, safe,
and free abortions.” Posters were pasted up in Santiago
around the University of Chile, stating, “No more Prohibition, we will abort safely with misoprostol; in 2009
President Bachelet outlawed it and became rich off our
bodies,” “High Schoolers Abort Too,” “We Have Aborted
Since Ancestral Times,” and “Your ‘Compliment’ Rapes
Me,” a statement against sexual harassment.
* * *
In August, 26 immigrant women began a hunger
strike at the Berks County Residential Center in Pennsylvania in response to comments from the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) that the average length
of stay in family detention is 20 days. These women
and children seeking asylum have been held from 270
to 365 days. The children express suicidal intent and
depression. The women are subjected to sexual assault,
inadequate medical care, threats of deportation, and
“room checks” every 15 minutes. In July, a federal court
ordered the DHS to end family detention, but Berks
continues to operate without a license.
* * *
On July 28, in Qanater Women’s Prison in Egypt,
six women, including award-winning human rights
lawyer Mahienour El-Massry, announced they would
join fellow prisoner Basma Refaat in the hunger strike
she began a week earlier because she is prohibited from
seeing her children. They are demanding implementation of a court ruling allowing visitation.
* * *
On Aug. 13, over 50,000 people, mostly women,
marched in Lima and eight other cities in Peru protesting violence against women and the lenient sentences
given to perpetrators. Ten women are murdered per
month, and 20 are victims of attempted murder.
* * *
In Kunduz, Afghanistan, Radio Shaista, a feminist radio station, is back on the air after having
been burned to the ground by the Taliban. It reaches
800,000 listeners in a region where 85% of the female
population is illiterate and mostly confined to homes.
The broadcasts educate women about their rights and
address domestic violence and reproductive health.
The program “Unwanted Traditions” examines centuries old customs including forced marriages of underage girls.

Chicago—On Aug. 20, hundreds of people gathered
downtown at “the bean” for Slutwalk Chicago and held
a rally completely filling the plaza. The crowd of mostly
women and a few dozen men decried the lack of safety
for women, the lack of accountability for rapists, and
the shaming of women who face harassment or rape.
We reiterated that what a person wears or how she
acts does not excuse others from being responsible for
their own behavior. As the group began marching north
on Michigan Avenue, we chanted slogans like “Yes
means Yes, No means No, whatever we wear, wherever
we go!”

TEACH BOYS NOT TO RAPE

“Teach your sons not to rape” was another chant
used on the march. It invokes the lamentable reality
that parents usually only talk about rape with their
daughters, and so they make girls feel as though they
are responsible for preventing the actions of someone
else. If and when abuse happens, they often feel the
need to keep it secret to safeguard their reputation
or someone else’s. I think it is important for boys to
be taught about rape and inappropriate touching, not
only because they might be more inhibited in their own
behavior, but they would not have to be confused and
ashamed to tell a safe adult about what is happening if
they experience such behavior from someone else.
The march ended in front of the John Hancock building, which houses an upscale shopping center. Hundreds of people poured into the
plaza before security guards appeared on the
scene. When they did, they gave up any hope of
moving so many people off the property. Instead,
about 100 people sat down on the sidewalk and
remained there for another hour, while dozens of
women and one man participated in a speak-out,
telling personal stories about having survived
sexual abuse.
Those who spoke were asked by people next to
them if they would like a hug, and hugs were given out
generously. Many people were brought to tears by the
speak-out, including a Trans woman who said it was
the first time she felt safe among people who truly loved
her and didn’t judge her, and it was the first time in a
long time when she had any human contact whatsoever. If a speaker expressed hesitation or shame, she
was encouraged by her audience who told her to take
her time or that it isn’t her fault.
I experienced something very beautiful there on
the sidewalk. It was the beginning of something like
the dismantling of shame and divisions. Finding and
creating safe space where we can overcome the emotions that serve to stratify us is revolutionary work.
—Buddy Bell

How can we, once and
for all, end sexism?
Women have been fighting for our
freedom for centuries and yet we are
still raped, beaten, enslaved—treated
as less than human. We will never be
free under capitalism, which has only
made women's lives worse and now
threatens our existence with climate
chaos. But revolutions have also failed
women. Nowhere are we free.
Raya Dunayevskaya saw in the
struggle of women—unseparated
from Marx's concept of 'revolution
in permanence'—the Reason of
revolution that would not stop until
everyone experienced freedom.
Women's Liberation and the
Dialectics of Revolution shows that
Reason of women in the midst of
revolution—from Iran to Portugal, from
China to Black women in the U.S.

To order your copy, see page 7
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Letter from Mexico

Education for the service of society
by J.G.F. Héctor

educational system.”
The significant mass reaction to Nochixtlán forced
the government to finally have a dialogue with the
teachers. Such dialogue, besides trying to “repair the
damage” of the massacre in Nochixtlán and of the application of “educational reform”—teachers being fired,
unpaid and/or imprisoned—would also take up the central question of calling off the “reform.”

Mexico City—Since the beginning of the national
strike against the “educational reform” on May 15, the
government has faced the teachers’ movement with
ever stronger repression. The cruelest of such state
crimes occurred in Nochixtlán, Oaxaca, on June 19
when the federal police assassinated 11 people and injured hundreds.
PHONY
In the two months
‘EDUCATIONAL
since, the protests haven’t
REFORM’ MUST GO
stopped: The national
Over two months
sit-in in La Ciudadela in
have gone by since then
Mexico City is as big and
without any substantial
active as when it began.
results. Thus we need to
Sit-ins and occupations
ask: Can such “negotiaare still going on in Mitions” take us where we
choacán, Guerrero, Oaxneed to go as a society—
aca, Chiapas and other
to cancellation of the
places on a regular basis.
“educational reform” and
The “educational
the construction of an
reform” had not been
alternative educational
cancelled by the beproject? Or is it required
ginning of the 2016-17
school year on Aug. A public presentation at Plaza de las Tres Culturas in Tlatelolco on July 31 by that we pave a new way
22. Parents and teach- the families of the students killed by the Mexican government in Nochixtlán. forward? If so, how can
we build it?
ers continued striking
To answer such questions we have to look at
and occupying the schools in several parts of the
what the teachers, parents and people who supcountry.
port them are thinking and doing.
A mother from Chiapas said: “It is better to lose a
First, although the teachers have attended all the
school year than lose our children’s education for the
meetings with the government, they have stated that if
rest of their lives…We don’t mind our children missthe “educational reform” is not cancelled, their moveing school. What we do mind is the privatization of the
ment will continue indefinitely.
Secondly, let’s take a look at how the construction
of an alternative educational project has been going on
for several years.
In Oaxaca, dissident teachers have been working
for
more
than a decade on the Transformation Plan for
continued from p. 1
Education in Oaxaca (PTEO). In Guerrero, there are
adapt, and treat those wounded in horrific fighting, as
the altamiranista schools. In Michoacán, the teachers
well as to deliver babies and treat ordinary illnesses.
have created their own textbooks for elementary and
Dodging arrest and torture, then missiles and snipers,
middle high school students, written in Spanish and
they have built a clandestine healthcare system out of
in Indigenous languages. In Chiapas, the Alternative
the one their government destroyed.”
Educational Project is being prepared. Mexico City—
A journalist reporting from the devastated
like, surely, several other places—has its own history
city of Aleppo, gripped by a months-long siege
regarding the subject.
by the Syrian government, said two things hapWhat all these experiences have in common
pen when the regime targets hospitals and civilis they grasp the cultural and ethnic diversity of
ian areas: immediate casualties, then more death
the Mexican population and try to develop edudue to destruction of medical infrastructure.
cational programs accordingly, so that education
Bomber pilots hit a target, then come back to tarcan truly be at the service of society. They also
get rescue workers and healthcare personnel.
all seek to incorporate the ideas of every social
The director of Physicians for Human Rights,
group related to education, including teachers,
Widney Brown, said, “When you hit these facilities
parents, students, researchers, communities and
multiple times, it is clearly a strategy by the Syrian
original peoples.
government,” meant to demoralize a people. “When you
We are witnessing educational projects in totarget a hospital, you don’t just destroy that brick-andtal opposition to the market-oriented and diversitymortar structure. You destroy a safe place for people
unfriendly capitalist plan. In the end, however, such
to get life-saving aid. When you kill a doctor, you don’t
alternative projects can’t be fully achieved in the conjust kill that one individual. You actually kill all the
text of capitalism. This is where the teachers’ struggle
people he or she would have saved.” These are “surgishows its link with the need to totally uproot capitalist
cal strikes…hitting surgical wards,” in the words of UN
society. The struggle headed by the teachers is thus, in
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon.
germ, one for a new, truly human world. The participaTHE CRIME OF TARGETING DOCTORS
tion in it of other social subjects, parents, normalista
Brown says, “Medical doctors are specifically tarstudents, Indigenous communities, etc., is actually givgeted for detention, torture, and even murder by the
ing flesh and blood to such emancipatory ideas.
Syrian government, to target those delivering aid to
The meaning implicit in these thoughts and acthe wounded. Seven hundred and fifty have been killed
tions (the sit-ins and blockades, and the experiences of
in the last five years. They are also being targeted bebuilding alternative educational projects) goes far because they also actually give eyewitness testimony to
yond any “negotiation” with the government. We don’t
all the atrocities committed against civilians by the rehave to look any other way but to the theory and pracgime. When a doctor says a chemical weapon was used,
tice of these subjects in resistance in order to realize
it’s very incredibly damning.”
how the foundations of a new society are already being
The Geneva Convention stipulates: “Civilian hosset. There’s no need to bring anything from the outside.
pitals organized to give care to the wounded and sick,
We need to ask: How can we unleash the potential
the infirm and maternity cases, shall under no circumcontained in all these thoughts and actions from bestances be the object of attack, but shall at all times be
low until the point that we achieve a new, truly human
respected and protected by all parties to the conflict.”
society? To answer is a most urgent task, both for the
Doctors Without Borders is taking the Obama Adresistance movements and for the thinker-activists who
ministration to court for bombing their compound in
decide to support them and be one with them.
Afghanistan despite warnings that it was a hospital
full of civilian patients. They assert that war is no excuse for a state to pass off atrocities committed in the
heat of military operations as unavoidable collateral
Colin Kaepernick, quarterback with the San Frandamage.
cisco 49ers, had the courage to explain why he remained
Doctors of the Civilian Defense Commission
seated during the national anthem when somebody fiin Syria sent an open letter to the UN, U.S. govnally noticed. Not surprisingly, he was called unpatrioternment and the world pleading for protection
ic and told to shut up and play: “I am not going to stand
of hospitals from bombings conducted by Presiup to show pride in a flag for a country that oppresses
dent Assad of Syria and President Putin of RusBlack people and people of color. To me, this is bigger
sia. Atrocities committed by Assad and Putin are
than football and it would be selfish on my part to look
war crimes in violation of the Geneva Conventhe other way. There are bodies in the street and people
tion. The doctors say that identifying Assad and
getting paid leave and getting away with murder.”
Putin as war criminals with empty words is not
But there has been widespread backlash to the
enough. They are asking world leaders, why have
backlash, as fellow athletes, Black and white, have
you done nothing? Why have you abandoned us?
sprung to Kaepernick’s defense. Both veterans and acThese doctors in Syria and Doctors Without Bortive duty service personnel have been among those supders are challenging the dehumanization of capitalporting his right to take a stand by not standing for the
ism—asking what does it mean to be a human being?
national anthem. Kaepernick has generated attention,
What does solidarity across borders look like that can
and a surprising amount of support, for Black Lives
overcome this and protect the health of all?
Matter among people who up till now had paid less at-
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Detroiters insist:
water is a human right

Detroit—A new book, Mapping the Water Crisis: The
Dismantling of Black Neighborhoods in Detroit, and a
film, Detroit Minds Dying, present stunning data about
the massive number of Detroit households experiencing water shutoffs and their concentration in neighborhoods of color and poverty, and find the roots of the
shutoffs in state emergency management. Significantly
both book and film document the impact a coalition of
activists can make on the crisis.
Mapping the Water Crisis was developed as a collaborative, community-based project by We the People
of Detroit, a coalition of activists who contacted researchers around the nation. We the People of Detroit
is engaged in an ongoing struggle and has used a disproportionate share of its resources to obtain records
from the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department.
Their research contradicts the popular wisdom that Detroit residents simply refuse to pay
their water bills—among the highest in the nation—and that the city overcharges suburbanites
to subsidize them. In fact, the city sells water at
reduced rates to other communities, which then
add surcharges, some quite substantial. The researchers also conclude that infrastructure built
and paid for by the City of Detroit during the
20th century is what facilitated the growth of the
suburbs—and the depopulation of the city.
The film Detroit Minds Dying shows disabled residents standing in long lines outside payment centers,
and a Water Department spokeswoman arguing that
payment plans are offered to all who need them. But
more than half the payment agreements are in default
because residents cannot afford them. The arrears become liens on their property taxes and contribute to
the huge number of foreclosed residences in the city,
disrupting families and blighting neighborhoods. The
spokeswoman dodged a question about the Water Affordability Plan promulgated by the UN: Water rates
should be no more than 3% of income. Many Detroit
residents are billed up to 10% of their income.
The most important point emerging from the
research is the work of activists resisting stateimposed emergency management and pace of
residential water shut-offs. The coalition’s philosophy, “water is a human right,” opposes current policies based on the race and class of water
customers.
The activists are in the process of establishing a
water testing program and have pressured the authorities to develop water bill assistance programs. They
also will be publishing a “map” of water activism. For
further information: Mapping the Water Crisis https://
wethepeopleofdetroit.com/2016/08/18/in-case-youmissed-it/ and detroitmindsdying.org.
—Susan Van Gelder

Flint water still not
safe to drink

Flint, Mich.—An engineering firm based in Flint,
Mich., Rowe Professional Services, estimates that $80
million is needed to replace approximately 10,000 lead
pipes in Flint that have been poisoning the people. Governor Rick Snyder requested a paltry $25 million. They
estimate that it would take five years to replace the
lead pipes and galvanized steel pipes that have been
contaminated with lead.
Rowe Professional Services also says that $134 million will be needed to replace 13 miles of water mains
every year for the next 50 years. The water mains are
severely damaged, according to Virginia Tech professor
Marc Edwards, and will fail unless replaced. Already
water leakage is a big factor in Flint citizens’ extraordinarily high water bills. The average age of water pipes
here is 83 years. The good news is that Edwards says
that lead content has decreased sharply, although the
water is still not safe to drink.
—Dan B.

Kaepernick sit-down ‘bigger than football’

tention to marches and demonstrations, but would listen to a sports hero, even when he is currently riding
the bench (another reason his detractors gave for him to
shut up: he was not playing well enough).
Few people, including me, realized that verse
three of the Star-Spangled Banner gloats over
the deaths of the “hireling and slave”—escapees
who fought with the British in the War of 1812
on the promise of freedom. It turns out too that
the author, Francis Scott Key, when he was later
a Baltimore prosecutor, acted like current prosecutors in Baltimore, Cleveland and Chicago in
protecting police who murdered Blacks.
Reprisals followed John Carlos and Tommy
Smith’s Black Power protest on the medal stand at the
1968 Olympics. The NFL, always trying to intimidate
the NFL Players Association, has not yet acted against
Kaepernick.
—Sports fan
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FROM THE WRITINGS OF

RAYADUNAYEVSKAYA
Editor’s note: Fifty years ago, massacres of Igbos
throughout Nigeria, orchestrated by the government,
army and state media, began on May 29, 1966, and
continued through the summer. The Igbos, who had
been a leading part of years of struggle to cast off British colonial rule, were forced to secede and, as Biafra,
wage a bloody war for self-determination. Nigeria,
aided by its former colonial rulers and by global indifference, ultimately reconquered Biafra. We reprint
here a letter of Dec. 19, 1967, by Raya Dunayevskaya
that was originally published in the January 1968
issue of News & Letters. More recent genocides, from
Bosnia and Rwanda in the 1990s to Syria today as
the heroic people of Daraya are being transported
from the city, make this letter continually relevant.
Conor Cruise O’Brien’s brilliant article (New
York Review of Books, Dec. 21, 1968) does much both
to correct the one-sided press coverage of the tragedy
of Biafra and to undermine the spurious reasoning by
analogies. Mr. O’Brien has turned away the blanket of
abstractions about “Federation” vs. “Balkanization,”
“nationalism” vs. “tribalism.” He laid bare the ugly
reality of Northern emir-dominated, neocolonialist
Nigeria, where some 30,000 Igbos were massacred last
July. Two million more were driven back to the Eastern
Region, only to be invaded by genocidal-minded “Federal” troops soon after the Region declared its independence under the name of the Republic of Biafra.
Just before the fall of Enugu I received a letter
from a friend there who fully confirms Mr. O’Brien’s
statement that, for the Igbos, the choice concerned, not
ideological abstractions, but a matter of survival or extermination. The writer of that letter had always called
himself a Marxist-Humanist. At the time of the July
1966 massacre he had been a trade union organizer in
the Middle Belt, and barely escaped with his life. This
young man in his later twenties, though an Igbo, had
not previously lived in the Eastern Region. Yet he now
wrote: “I shall never move outside the Eastern Region
so long as I live.” This letter is representative of what
had been Nigerian nationalism.
WHY, HOWEVER, MUST Mr. O’Brien turn
the tragic situation into a virtuous one by transforming the forced compulsion to secede into still another
abstraction—“Now that they [the Igbos] have in very
truth formed a nation on their own soil under the pressures of history”—and pit the Igbo “nation” against

Nigeria: a retreat, not a victory

regionalism, Zik alone came out in support of the general strike, thereby imparting a new, a proletarian
quality to his Nigerian nationalism.
He at once became a national hero. Needless to say,
it was not because he alone or the Igbos as a whole “invented” Nigerian nationalism. The truth is both less
magical and more powerful. The alignment with labor
disclosed a new unifying force in Nigerian nationalism
present within the colonial entity called Nigeria.
ALTHOUGH ONLY A FEW Northerners had
participated in the general strike, it was the beginning
of a Nigerian nationalist movement in the North, one
not led by the conservatives only in order to oppose
militant “Southern” nationalism, but one led by Northern militants. It was aided in its work by the fact that
one page of Zik’s paper was written in Hausa. It was,
naturally, not a question only of language, but of the
nationalism propagated in that
WHETHER HE
language—a nationalism that opPROPAGATED
posed both British imperialism
FOR Nigerian indeand their own ruling class.
pendence from his selfIt is true that Nigerian naexile in Accra in 1935,
tionalism in the North never had
or from Lagos (1937
the mass support it had in the
and thereafter), the
South and especially the East. It
spirit that animated
is true that when the North “as
both his activity and
a whole” embraced “nationalism”
the papers he founded
it was only because it was sure
was that which he
that it was favored by British imfirst comprehensively
perialism to be the rulers of an
expressed in his book,
“independent” Nigeria, and that,
Renascent Africa—the
once in power, Zik worked hand
freedom of the conti- Up to two million civilians died in the Nigerian-Biafran war—many
in glove with Abubakar Tafawa
of
them
children—from
starvation
and
disease.
The
war
for
Biafran
nent of Africa from EuBalewa to deny democracy to the
independence lasted from July 6, 1967, to Jan. 15, 1970.
ropean colonialism.
Midwest, to the Yorubas.
The uniqueness of
IT IS NOT TRUE THAT that is all there was
African nationalism was not lost when the realities and
to Nigerian nationalism. One event of my 1962 trip
complexities of the freedom struggle made it necessary
to Nigeria stands out especially in my mind—a mass
to conduct the actual struggles within the “national”
rally called by the National Trades Union Congress,
boundaries erected by Western imperialism. And it did
the Nigerian Youth Congress and the Lagos Tenants
not change its character when, from an idea propagatCouncil to protest the government’s austerity budget.
ed by small groups of intellectuals, African nationalThe speaker who got the biggest applause was a Hausa
ism became a mass movement. This is especially true
youth who described the conditions of life and labor of
of Nigeria, where Zik, from the start, concentrated his
the talakawa (peasant masses) in the North where conattention on the multi-tribal militant youth, the new
ditions were “no different than when we were a colony”
generation that, under the impact of World War II,
because now, “with Zik’s help” the stranglehold of “our
wanted “freedom now.”
emirs” over the talakawa is anointed as “nationalism.”
BY 1945 A NEW FORCE—organized labor—
“What we need,” he concluded, “is a real revolution. We
swept onto the the historic stage with a general strike.
need to get rid of the scoundrels in Parliament.”
Of all the leaders of Nigerian nationalism, including
It is true that, along with the “new” military junta
the Yorubas who preferred “cultural nationalism” and
in Lagos (who now get aid also from Russia), British
imperialism wants Nigeria intact for what Marx in his
day called “order-mongering” purposes. It is not true
that neocolonialism emerged out of Nigerian nationalism. The truth is that by the 1950s the Cold War had
reached the shores of Africa and the global conflict belaw meant to suspend democracy by lifting immunity
tween the two nuclear titans affected drastically the
from members of Parliament. Under the guise of atcharacter not only of Nigerian nationalism but the
tacking the HDP for harboring Kurdish terrorists, they
whole of African nationalism.
have sentenced critics to jail time and embedded their
UP TO THE FIFTIES, EVEN WHEN a
domination in the legislative branch of government.
founder like Zik moved away from the high point
With Erdoğan seated in power, all that is needed for
reached in 1945-48 and began to play the game of nathe full reign of AKP authoritarianism is the judiciary
tionalism according to the rules set by British impeand the military.
rialism, this did not affect the Zikist youth movement
ONGOING PURGE PLUS TORTURE
which continued to function without him. Indeed, the
The coup has been Erdoğan’s Reichstag of converevolutionary activity at first intensified so that when
nience. It is essential to understand that since Hitler
the Zikist movement was banned by British imperialwas ushered into power to suppress students, Commuism, it simply renamed itself the Freedom Movement
nists and all those deemed as part of the “danger from
and continued its struggle against “all forms of impewithout and within,” tyrannical statecraft has been
rialism and for the establishment of a free socialist
justified as an “emergency measure.”
Republic of Nigeria, fighting in and out of Parliament,
At the time of writing, Turkey is undergoing
employing non-violent revolutionary tactics.”
one of the biggest purges in its history. As of Aug.
By the end of the 1950s, on the other hand, the pull
28, 15,846 have been detained and 8,133 of the deof the objective forces (both of the vortex of the world
tained have been arrested. According to Amnesty
market and the new stage of imperialist struggle for
International many of the detained have been
world mastery politically) became irresistible to the naforce-fed and possibly raped. Fifteen universitionalist leaders who moved away from dependence on
ties, over 1,000 private schools, 19 trade unions,
the spontaneity, the self-activity of the masses that had
and 35 medical institutions have been shut down.
made political independence a reality. Instead, they beAKP members have publicly gone after the edugan “choosing sides”—“the East” or “the West”—as a
cated stratum of society, and a situation of lawsubstitute for the deepening of the African Revolution.
lessness has triggered a backlash against the
UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES, to date
most marginalized in Turkish society, including
the movement for Nigerian independence to the 1950s
Kurds and martyrs like Hande Kader, a Transis not only an historical inaccuracy, but, what is far
gender sex worker, and liberation activist who
worse, blinds us to the historical distinction between
was brutally raped and burned to death.
the independence movement “As Reason” and its reKnowing that to attack the Kemalist faction of
gression into state power, and thereby makes it imposthe military would be political suicide, Erdoğan has
sible to draw any lessons from history for today, which
constructed a false narrative to attack a competing
was, rightly, Mr. O’Brien’s preoccupation.
Islamist faction—the Gulenist movement—and fiThere has always been a dualism in “the pressures
nally clean up the military and the judiciary. He has
of history” and it will not do to cover up this dualism
even asked for schools in over 50 countries to be shut
with phrases like “in very truth” and “on their own
down. Over 5,267 academic staff have been targeted by
soil.” In coming to the support of Biafra-—and world
the purge, 4,225 of them have been expelled. The latopinion must be mobilized to stop the slaughter and the
est danger confronting contemporary Turkey is brain
cowing of the Igbos in the name of a non-existent “Nidrain as other academics are leaving the country.
gerian nation,” in the name of “order-mongering”—let’s
So what is to be done? The answer is simple: manot, for heaven’s sake, elevate the new nation of Biafra
terial support to the progressive movement in Turkey.
to where we forget that it is a retreat, a necessary, an
They are the last bulwark against AKP authoritarianimperative retreat, but a retreat nevertheless, and not
ism and the only hope we have in the struggle for hua victory for African nationalism, for the African Revoman liberation.
lution that remains unfinished.
the “mystique of ‘Nigeria’” as if Nigerian nationalism
was only something the Igbos “invented” in the 1950s?
“The irony,” writes Mr. O’Brien, “is that the mystique
of ‘Nigeria,’ under which they are now being crushed,
was in large part their own creation. The Igbos were
once proud to call themselves Nigerian nationalists
although there was no Nigerian nation and although
at that time—some years before independence—no one
else thought in such terms.”
Now, it is true that the Igbos were in the forefront
of the struggle for the freedom of Nigeria from British
imperialism. They began that struggle for freedom in
the 1930s, not in the 1950s. In the full tradition of African nationalism which had always been universalist,
Nnamdi Azikiwe (Zik), who can rightly be called the
father of Nigerian nationalism, at first condemned territorial nationalism.

Turkey’s Erdoğan – the pious dictator

continued from p. 1
incapable of thought, Islamists are weak, and only they
are fit to rule. In practice this has translated into maneuver warfare occurring within the governing institutions, with each faction attempting to incapacitate the
other. The public is supposed to believe that both institutions are to act in their interest. Both parties engage
in an intricate silent dance.
Across the Mediterranean, it was in this power struggle (gone awry) that Morsi saw his demise. The then leader of the Muslim Brotherhood
and democratically elected President of Egypt,
knew that he had to provide a counterbalance
to the military. But when he decided to expand
his own executive powers via constitutional decree, the Egyptians responded by demanding the
downfall of the regime, again.
Fearing that their revolution had been hijacked,
many Egyptians desperately cheered when the secularist armed forces suspended their short-lived democracy
to install their own pharaoh—General Abdel Fattah elSisi. The revolutionaries of the world have yet to fully
comprehend this populist defeat.

ERDOĞAN’S GRAB FOR TOTAL POWER

The AKP, and Recep Tayyip Erdoğan in particular, have been engaging in a similar anti-democratic
struggle with the military. For the past two years,
Erdoğan has had an unwavering commitment to transforming Turkey into a presidential system. Erdoğan
himself transitioned from being the prime minister to
the president so that he could secure AKP hegemony in
the executive and legislative branches of government.
But since the Kurdish movement was able to move into
formal politics and its party, the HDP, was able to compromise his party’s mandate to govern alone, Erdoğan
has never been more insistent on protecting his rule.
The blossoming progressive movement is nothing but a nuisance to both the military and the ruling
party. It is in fact only on this point that both factions
are willing to unite. Together they have brutally attacked Kurdistan, mandated the existence of Islamist
brownshirt organizations and created conditions that
have resulted in the deaths of LGBTQ peoples. In previous years, Erdoğan has compared democracy to a bus:
“When you arrive at your destination, you step off.”
Late last year, the AKP called a secret ballot for a
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ESSAY Epigones discard Marxist-Humanist philosophy
by Franklin Dmitryev

[E]verybody wants to get further. But
there are two ways of going further—a backward and a forward. The light of criticism
soon shows that many of our modern essays
in philosophy are mere repetitions of the old
metaphysical method….
—G.W.F. Hegel
The recognition of what was new in Karl Marx’s
revolutionary thought in his final decade marked a crucial point of development in Marxist-Humanism. First
articulated in Raya Dunayevskaya’s book Rosa Luxemburg, Women’s Liberation, and Marx’s Philosophy of
Revolution, her comprehension of these “new moments”
informs her view of the needed total uprooting of this
racist, sexist, capitalist society. These moments included the relationship between industrialized capitalist
countries and colonized or non-capitalist societies; the
dialectical concept of multilinear paths of human development that Marx discerned, vs. the unilinearism
of Frederick Engels; a deepening of his concept of the
needed transformation of Man/Woman relations; and
the relationship between philosophy and organization.
The discoveries of Marx’s last decade resulted in
a new view of Marx’s life-work and philosophy as a totality. Dunayevskaya also created an opposing category
of “post-Marx Marxism as pejorative”; even the greatest Marxist revolutionaries—beginning with Engels
during Marx’s lifetime—had never grasped that totality and instead developed separate aspects. Thus Dunayevskaya stressed that the category was not chronological but critical.

TURNING PHILOSOPHY INTO SOCIOLOGY

Today some former Marxist-Humanists have quietly dumped this and other central principles and retreated into the post-Marx Marxist academic milieu, while
still claiming to be Marxist-Humanists. Take Kevin B.
Anderson’s book Marx at the Margins: On Nationalism,
Ethnicity, and Non-Western Societies (2010, University
of Chicago Press). Its whole thrust is to amplify selected conclusions Dunayevskaya drew about the new
moments of Marx’s last decade. Anderson performed
a major work of excavation in Marx’s texts to back up
those conclusions, though confined to the questions of
the relationship between capitalist and non-Western
societies, and on national liberation movements. These
are separated from the question of organization, while
women’s liberation garners only passing mention.
At the same time, Anderson turns her conclusions into sociological theory stripped of Marxist-Humanism and placed in a quite different
philosophical context. Totally missing from the
discussion of multilinearity is Dunayevskaya’s
point that:
“Post-Marx Marxists failed to grasp this because
they separated economic laws from the dialectics of
revolution. For Marx, on the other hand, it was just this
concept of revolution which changed everything, including economic laws….None seem to have even begun to
grapple with what it meant for Marx…to have so fully
integrated the dialectic and the economics as to articulate that the socialism that would follow the bourgeois
form of production signified ‘the absolute movement of
becoming.’”1
Anderson refers to Marx’s philosophy not as philosophy but as “a theory of history and society” (pp. 237,
244-45). That is consistent with his overall approach,
which does not show the connection of what he takes
from Marx with the totality of Marx’s body of ideas.
Anderson does not even mention revolution in permanence, although Dunayevskaya saw Marx’s writings
on non-Western societies and multilinearity as a further development of that concept. Despite her stress on
their relationship to the “philosophic moment” of the
birth of Marx’s new Humanism in 1844, the latter is
essentially absent from Marx at the Margins.
To be sure, the word “dialectic” is sprinkled in the
text, but only meaning a tool in the hands of theoreticians, usually referring to taking note of contradictions.
The all-important “negation of the negation” only appears in connection with one quote from Marx’s Capital
(pp. 171, 226-27). Dunayevskaya’s conclusions are thus
torn from the context of her overarching summation of
the significance of Marx’s new moments.
The conclusion of Marx at the Margins three
times reduces Marx’s philosophy to “a theory”
and reduces its significance to concentrating “increasingly on intersectionality.”
It ends by calling this theory’s “direct relevance” to
today “limited.” Its greatest importance, we are told, is
“at a general theoretical or methodological level, however. It can serve an important heuristic purpose, as
a major example of his dialectical theory of society….
At the level of intersectionality of class with race, ethnicity, and nationalism….Marx’s writings on these issues can help us to critique the toxic mix of racism and
prisonization in the U.S., or to analyze the Los Angeles
1. Raya Dunayevskaya, The Power of Negativity: Selected
Writings on the Dialectic in Hegel and Marx (2002, Lexington
Books), pp. 259-60.

uprising of 1992, or to understand the 2005 rebellion by
immigrant youth in the Paris suburbs” (p. 245).
Never does the book confront the question,
always central to Marxist-Humanism: what happens after the revolution, to prevent its transformation into opposite and continue it to the establishment of totally new human relations. Marx at
the Margins omits what Dunayevskaya called
“the most fundamental division of all, the one
which characterized all class societies…is the division between mental and manual labor. This is the red
thread that runs through all of Marx’s work from 1841
to 1883. This is what Marx said must be torn up root
and branch. But of that Great Divide, so critical to our
age, there is not a whiff in [Hal] Draper.”2

RETREAT INTO POST-MARX MARXISM

The meaning of “post-Marx Marxism as pejorative”
is turned into its opposite by Anderson, who only uses
it chronologically, as does his colleague Peter Hudis in
Marx’s Concept of the Alternative to Capitalism (2012,
Brill).3 It is not just that Hudis and Anderson strip the
phrase of Dunayevskaya’s meaning; this was inevitable
precisely because they have rejected the category.
Both books quote Dunayevskaya a few times and
Anderson credits her as “my intellectual mentor” (Marx
at the Margins, p. viii), although they fail to acknowledge that most of their conclusions are taken from her.
Anderson notably omits mention of her in places where
she should clearly be cited, e.g., when he names writ-

ity put an end once and for all to the division between
mental and manual labor.”5
That view of the Critique was the basis of Dunayevskaya’s work on dialectics of organization and
philosophy, unfinished at her death. Her organization,
News and Letters Committees, adopted the task of continuing the work. When Hudis and others gave up on
this exceedingly difficult task, they substituted for it
the plan to “work out an alternative to capitalism.”
The one original thought to emerge from this project was Andrew Kliman’s reading of the Critique as entailing a concept of “equal remuneration,” that is, every
hour of labor was to be rewarded equally:
“Yet I think that there is an important sense in
which [Marx] theorized this emergence [of the new society] as an absolute liberation rather than as a transition. I refer to his notion that people will be remunerated in accordance with the amount of work they do,
from the very start….So one of the most fundamental
tasks we face today, I believe, is to work out how to create the social conditions such that each hour of labor
will really count as equal—beginning on the day after
the revolution.”6
Hudis seized on this original deviation. It
is the key point of his book, though he stopped
crediting Kliman after breaking with him in 2009
and now phrases it as “Marx’s all-important concept of remuneration based on labor-time” (p.
195n40).
While the Critique of the Gotha Program plays no

Read Raya Dunayevskaya’s MarxistHumanist trilogy of revolution for yourself
Marxism and Freedom dialectically presents history and theory as emanating
from the movement from practice, re-establishing the American and world humanist
roots of Marxism.
“Cooperation is in itself a productive power, the power of social labor. Under
capitalistic control, this cooperative labor is not allowed to develop freely. Its
function is confined to the production of value. It cannot release its new, social,
human energies so long as the old mode of production continues.”

Philosophy and Revolution shows the integrality of philosophy

and revolution as characteristic of the age, tracing it through historically, and shows
that Marx’s philosophy of liberation merges the dialectics of elemental revolt and its
Reason.
“The days are long since past when these voices from below could be treated, at
best, as mere sources of theory. The movement from practice which is itself a form
of theory demands a totally new relationship of theory to practice.”

Rosa Luxemburg, Women’s Liberation, and Marx’s
Philosophy of Revolution discovered a trail to the 1980s in Marx’s “new

moments” on new paths to revolution, on new concepts of man/woman relations, and
on philosophy of revolution as inseparable from organization.
“What became as translucent, when out of the archives had come Marx’s
unpublished draft letters to Vera Zasulich, was Marx’s concept of permanent
revolution. This made clear, at one and the same time, how very deep must be the
uprooting of class society and how broad the view of the forces of revolution.”

Dunayevskaya grasped Marx’s Critique of the Gotha Program as containing a concept of revolutionary
organization whose ground is the philosophy of revolution in permanence. Its perspective must be for the
revolutionary transformation to be total from the start,
continuing from the day after the conquest of power
until “a new generation can finally see all its potential-

part in Marx at the Margins, it is the topic of one of
the longest sections of Hudis’s Marx’s Concept of the
Alternative. However, just as absent is the Critique’s
supreme significance to Dunayevskaya—as Marx’s
new moment on organization—and her point that postMarx Marxists had “separated Marx’s concept of revolution from his concept of organization.”
Hudis has nothing to say about organization except
to repeat several times the well-known fact that Marx
did not endorse a party ruling over the proletariat.
The whole book approaches its title mission, to
seek Marx’s Concept of the Alternative to Capitalism,
within a narrow economistic framework.7 The Critique
is read almost entirely as a treatise on the need for the
new society to distribute consumption goods, initially,
according to one’s individual time of labor.
This narrow interpretation leaves labor at the level
of a quantifiable object. Hudis mentions free labor vs.
alienated abstract labor, but what is really concrete in
his eyes is that the measure of postcapitalist society
“lies in the distinction between actual labour-time and
socially-necessary labour-time” (pp. 159-60; see also
pp. 190-91, 193-94, 203). He should have remembered

2. Raya Dunayevskaya, Rosa Luxemburg, Women’s Liberation,
and the Dialectics of Revolution, p. 105. The reference is to
Draper’s Karl Marx’s Theory of Revolution, of which Dunayevskaya remarked, “Draper is good only at ‘excavation,’ and remains
confined within his own narrow Trotskyist framework when it
comes to analysis” (p. 163n16).
3. See Hudis, pp. 89n227, 152; Anderson, p. 57. Hudis is
leader of the cluelessly named IMHO, or International
Marxist-Humanist Organization.
4. Anderson does not mention that, at the time of writing
what he cites, Genovese was a defender of “Comrade Stalin,
who remains dear to some of us for the genuine accomplishments that accompanied his crimes” and later moved to the
neo-Confederate Right.

5. The Power of Negativity, p. 5.
6. Andrew Kliman, “Alternatives to Capitalism: What
Happens After the Revolution?” Sept. 5, 2004, http://
static1.1.sqspcdn.com/static/f/25940/124100/1118693289267/
Alternatives+to+Capitalism.doc. Like Hudis and Anderson,
Kliman quit News and Letters Committees in 2008 but still
calls himself a Marxist-Humanist.
7. For instance, in 22 pages on Capital, Volume I, Hudis does
not mention how it takes up the potential in postcapitalist
society for “a higher form of the family and of the relation
between the sexes,” as Dunayevskaya put it in Women’s Liberation and the Dialectics of Revolution: Reaching for the Future
(1996, Wayne State University Press), pp. 197-98.

ers who critique Engels on the dialectic along the same
lines he does (p. 5). And he lumps her take on Marx’s
writings on slavery and the Civil War in with those of
Eugene Genovese4 and bids the reader to keep “in mind
these varying interpretations” (p. 83).
All this reflects something deeper. Anderson and
Hudis are at home in post-Marx Marxism—which today has turned Marx’s revolutionary vision into an academic field of study. Again and again they assimilate
themselves, Marxist-Humanism and Dunayevskaya
into the Marxist crowd, as “one among many,” as if the
very meaning of “post-Marx Marxism as pejorative” were not to make a sharp division between
Marx’s philosophy and “Marxism.”

ORGANIZATION AND PHILOSOPHY

continued on p. 11
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Dear Readers:
We apologize for the smaller
size of the newspaper and the
typeface. At the last minute we
learned that a new printing
press would use smaller paper. In order to get this issue
out to you on schedule, we had
to shrink the size of News &
Letters slightly to fit the size of
the new paper. The NovemberDecember issue will return to
the regular size type.

RACISM AND REVOLT
PUT U.S. ON TRIAL

Regarding the uprising in Wisconsin against racism, the most oppressed
are indeed the vanguard and are now
using direct action. Sherman Park is not
the worst crime neighborhood. It varies by
street. Most of the residents worked for Harley Davidson or A.O.
Smith—two
factories
that border the neighborhood. Harley cut at
least half their staff
and Smith closed with
little notice. The situation is complex and surprised most of us on the
North Side, which is predominantly an
African-American and poverty-stricken
area. The media falsely describes Sherman Park as a criminal-controlled slum,
which it isn’t. If anything, the Reagan/
Clinton policies closed industrial labor
opportunities in trade for barely a minimum wage, and, even more, alienated
customer service work and put a serious
shock and generational clash into the
material fabric of Sherman Park.
Subscriber
Milwaukee
***
A Black Lives Matter protest was
held in Memphis near Graceland dur-

READERS’VIEWS

ing the yearly candlelight vigil marking
the anniversary of Elvis Presley’s death.
Many people were outraged when cops
and private security blocked Black people from the vigil, suspecting they were
protesters even if they were not. They
welcomed whites, including protesters.
Now the Coalition of Concerned Citizens
has sued the police and Graceland Enterprises over racial profiling. The Coalition said:
“Never did an official of Graceland
or Memphis Police Department offer a
legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for
not allowing entrance
to a public event...
Despite the constant
inquiry by Coalition
members and other
concerned
citizens
into the grounds and
criteria on which citizens, overwhelmingly
people of color, were
being denied access;
the only responses offered were threats of
arrest and force….The Coalition joins
State Representative G.A. Hardaway in
seeking a Justice Department investigation into the pattern and practice of the
MPD.”
Black Lives Matter supporter
Memphis
***
It’s the system. A few months back
in Ohio, Avon Lake police cuffed and put
on the ground a man dressed in his traditional garb. He spoke mostly Arabic,
but guns pointed at him by white uniformed Americans express a universal
language. I indict the system because
last year around this time, Avon Lake

LIFE AND DEATH UNDER THE CLASS DIVIDE

I’m appalled that a country that
boasts of so many super-rich billionaires like Donald Trump can be so
callous to the homeless. Can those in
power fail to see that their self-righteous claims of democracy are seen
by the rest of the world as hypocrisy?
I’m a former homeless person who experienced the almost impossibly challenging denial by many businesses of
their restrooms; the near impossibility
of getting money for food because asking for spare change is illegal in many
cities. Added to this is the hateful attitude and verbal abuse from many
who have no idea of the true causes of
homelessness.
Formerly homeless
Northern Calif.
***
Recently I attended a meeting
where Mark Burrows, an experienced
train engineer, explained how the
railroad company responsible for the
Lac Megantic catastrophe (see “Lac
Mégantic: capitalism’s train wreck,“
Sept.-Oct. 2013 N&L) had forestalled
modernization, track maintenance,
and engine repairs. Yet now the engineer, Tom Harding, is awaiting trial for
the destruction, including 47 deaths.
This is a huge issue, among many serious labor problems with U.S., Canada
and Mexico railroads. Basically, if the
engine at the Lac Megantic “accident”
had been in good shape, 47 lives would
have been saved.
Scientist
S.F. Bay Area, Calif.
***
The Detroit November ballot has
two proposals. Proposal A originated in
a grassroots effort to ensure that large
developers obtaining tax breaks and
other compensation would be required
to negotiate legally binding community
benefits within their census tract. In
the past, corporations have fled the
city once the tax abatements expired,
often leaving blighted structures and
environmental damage. Proposal B requires that the community be informed

of development and was created only
after A. After talking it over, it was
clear that my neighbors recognized
that A means Accountability but B
means Business as Usual.
Voter
Detroit
***
Nicole Mullis wrote a column in
the Battle Creek Enquirer on June 19
about one of her children graduating
from high school. She wrote that students who are graduating this year
have had “active shooter” training
every year in school since they began
kindergarten. These young Americans
may indeed turn out to be the gravediggers of capitalism. The cover of the
August issue of Consumer Reports
said in letters an inch high: “I kind of
ruined my life by going to college.” It
was spoken by Jackie Krowen, age 32,
$152,000 in student debt. Capitalism
has created a new category of indentured servants, a new complement to
the reserve army of the unemployed.
Ex-postal worker
Battle Creek, Mich.
***
I’m a prisoner of the capitalist
machine. I’m working on my seventh
year of a ten-year non-aggravated (i.e.,
I didn’t hurt anyone or use a weapon)
sentence and they continue to deny my
parole. I’ve done what’s required of me,
mostly, and still my history of drug and
alcohol abuse is used to keep me here.
I try to go to school but education is not
free in the state of Texas. Rehabilitation programs aren’t designed for the
atheist and I’ve never been one to “fake
it till I make it.” In short, they keep me
here and make whatever money they
get for people incarcerated and they
continue to get free labor. Indigent
prisoners are given postage for five letters a month and when I got your first
subscription renewal reminder I was
out of postage.
Prisoner
Tennessee Colony, Texas

police were caught on camera as well,
but this encounter involved Johnny
Manziel. Manziel had been drinking
and assaulting his girlfriend. Even admitting the drinking and visible marks
on his girlfriend, “Johnny Football” was
allowed to be on his way!
Prisoner
Youngstown, Ohio
***
I was talking to my wife about the
murder of the young men in Minneapolis and I noted, “It’s only going to be a
matter of time before Black men start
shooting back.” That night came the
killings of cops in Dallas and the shootings of cops in Baton Rouge at the same
time that protests are becoming more
confrontational. We are in a war that
has been going on since the 1600s—ever
since the first slave was brought to these
shores from Africa.
Robert Taliaferro
Wisconsin

•

ENVIRONMENTAL STRUGGLES

The lead and arsenic poisoning of
people at West Calumet Housing Complex is one of a thousand toxic secrets in
our region. This is the third neighborhood in East Chicago, Ind., whose poisoning was revealed in the last 20 years.
All are communities of color. Some residents have had to leave one neighborhood just to find themselves leaving another. The housing authority was never
designed to care for its community, and
it doesn’t.
Artist/activist
East Chicago, Ind.
***
Now, in the hottest 14 months in
the history of record keeping, the U.S.
Department of the Interior has granted
new oil and gas leases in the Everglades.
All drilling and intrusive exploration
should be stopped by law—not continued. What can possibly be a big enough
reward to the Department for doing
this?
January
Chicago
***
One heartening thing in the article
on “Fires in Canada, drought in India inspire creative revolt” (July-August N&L)
is that there is so much on people fighting back on pollution and global warming. A lot of people are fighting back,
but it’s hard to get traction because so
many feel nothing can be done. The latest struggle around the Dakota Access
pipeline is getting traction (see “Lakota
resist pipeline,” p. 10), which is why the
authorities are repressing it so harshly.
Activist
Illinois

WAR AND
ATROCITIES

•

Is it really
in our best interests to be
constantly engaged in highstakes
struggles with North
Korea? So far
war has not
broken out between our countries, but
how long can this chronic international
crisis continue before some violent incident happens, and the U.S. finds itself
in a war that threatens to draw in China
and Russia, thus risking a large-scale
destruction of lives and property and
the nightmare of a possible nuclear holocaust? I urge the U.S. government to
end their war games and military exercises in the Korean Peninsula and redi-
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rect this energy into more peaceful and
creative projects.
Ramakumar
Fairfax, Calif.
***
Eighteen months of war has
plunged the already impoverished country of Yemen beyond destitution. Atrocities must be condemned from all and
anyone. For the same main reason, I
refuse to engage in anti-Saudi and antiHouthi campaigns because I refuse to be
biased. Both are evil, butchering Yemeni
lives with impunity. I’m against both
at the same time. Why is this hard to
understand?
Yemeni in exile
Europe

WOMEN’S
LIVES AT
STAKE

•

A
couple in Texas—where
abortion
is
banned past
20 weeks due
to their socalled “fetal pain” law—was told their
20-week-old fetus would not survive in
utero because of a medical complication.
When the woman started feeling pain,
they went to the hospital, where medical
staff discovered the woman was miscarrying, but because of the law, labor could
not be induced. She was in and out of the
hospital four days, once because she was
bleeding, but the hospital only sent her
home. Finally, the stillbirth occurred.
Their only comfort after all that: “We got
to hold him for 15 minutes.”
A Nebraska woman was forced to
wait for her uterus to crush her fetus,
erasing any chance for it to live outside
of the uterus. Hypocrites: if fetuses do
feel pain after 20 weeks, why would
those who favor the—scientifically debunked—fetal pain laws mandate that
they suffer in the womb!?
Elise Barclay
Chicago
***
The whole of page two on women in
the last issue was excellent. I’ve seen a
lot of weirdness over the years of confinement, but I have never seen many of
the things that are going on today where
certain people's white male privilege
rules the day. The funny thing, or sad
if you will, is that the same discussion,
for example, on women’s rights, has
been going on as long as any other discussion for freedom. In 1911, Christabel
Pankhurst noted, “We are here to claim
our right as women, not only to be free,
but to fight for freedom. That is our right
as well as our duty.” One of my favorites,
however, is from “A Taste of Honey” by
Shelagh Delaney: “Women never have
young minds. They are born three thousand years old.”
Prisoner
Wisconsin
***
Unbelievably for a so-called “advanced” capitalist land, deaths of
women from pregnancy or childbirth in
Texas doubled over a two-year period.
It’s as if Texas is having a race with Mississippi to see which state can do women
the most harm. A new study also showed
that the maternal mortality rate in the
U.S. as a whole also increased from 2000
to 2014. In Texas, some of the deaths
can be laid at the feet of state legislators
who, in their rabid haste to end women’s
access to abortion, cut family planning
funds by 66%, which closed over 80 clinics. Many of these clinics did not offer
abortions and many that did also offered other women’s healthcare. These
closures affected poor women the most,
the same women who are already at risk
for maternal mortality. Texas legislators made a bad situation much worse
and women died because of it. Who says
there’s not a war against women?
Women’s Liberationist
Chicago
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POLITICS, REVOLUTION AND THE POWER OF PHILOSOPHY
I love that News & Letters printed
Dunayevskaya’s writing on Muhammad
Ali’s anti-war stance. It shows a side of
Ali that many of the eulogies on him
minimized—his fierce anti-war position.
It also showed a side of Dunayevskaya
that is not put in print often enough: not
alone her deep philosophic roots in the
dialectic of Marx, Hegel and others, but
her most concrete political analysis of
ongoing current events.
Activist and thinker
Mexico City
***
Enclosed is $15 for the “special offer” in the July-Aug. N&L to acquire
Ms. Dunayevskaya’s book The Power
of Negativity and a year’s subscription
to News & Letters. In addition, I’d like
to take this opportunity to express my
sincere appreciation as to the quality of
revolutionary coverage/insights and the
general humanistic emphasis foundational to your bimonthly.
Reader
West Virginia

•

REMEMBERING OLGA

I’m sorry
I was unable
to attend the
memorial for
Olga Domanski. She was
a lovely person and a first
class freedom
fighter. In person and in correspondence
her human warmth and revolutionary
dedication always came through loud
and clear. She is dearly missed.
Roger Hollander
Canada

•

THE SPORTS SECTION

I’ve always been critical of the
Olympics, but seeing Rafaela Silva, a defiant Black woman and survivor of racist bullying, return to her Favela; seeing

her surrounded by the residents who
nurtured her and were filled with joy
brought me to tears. They always look at
the Favela as an embarrassment—until
it’s Olympics time. That is the day the
dispossessed of the earth rise to the fore
and inherit the earth that they built.
On that same note the Ethiopian
Olympian Feyisa Lilesa—who courageously raised up his arms and crossed
them to protest the oppression of the
Oromos at home—was also possessed
by the spirit of freedom, the same spirit
that pushed Tommie Smith and John
Carlos to raise their fists in a Black power salute at the Olympics of 1968.
Over 2,500 people, most of them
young and Black, were murdered by
the Brazilian police to make Rio a “safe
city”—100 this year alone, up to August.
When we celebrate these acts of resistance, let’s not forget them.
M.E.
Pennsylvania
***
Some people think that protesting
against injustices, as Colin Kaepernick
did, means you’re practically a terrorist.
In high school I did not want to recite
the hypocritical pledge of allegiance,
but they required us to stand up for it.
Two friends and I took advantage of a
visit by foreign exchange students to
our homeroom to remain seated during
the pledge. Our reactionary teacher was
shocked but didn’t say anything in front
of the visitors. But what Kaepernick did
took way more guts than that, or than
any of the echo-chamber screaming and
whining by the mindless super-patriots.
High school survivor
San Diego County

•

NATIONAL PRISON ACTION

For the 45th anniversary of the
Attica uprising on Sept. 9 [after press
time], prisoners planned a national action. Their call said:
“Slavery is alive and well in the prison system, but by the end of this year, it
won’t be anymore. This is a call to end
slavery in America. This call goes directly to the slaves themselves... To every
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prisoner in every state and federal institution across this land, we call on you
to stop being a slave, to let the crops rot
in the plantation fields, to go on strike
and cease reproducing the institutions of
your confinement. This is a call for a nationwide prisoner work stoppage to end
prison slavery, starting on Sept. 9, 2016.
They cannot run these facilities without
us.”
Prisoner supporter
Midwest

•

VOICES FROM BEHIND THE BARS

I’m a prisoner who stands against
capitalism. I located you in a new directory and would like to obtain a copy
of your publication. Please place me on
your mailing list. Additionally, please
provide me if possible with any information you can on Marxism and all that
N&L stands for. If I can assist in any
way, please tell me.
Prisoner
USA
***
I am optimistically enduring my
harsh conditions of incarceration on the
modernized slavery complex. I’m delighted to have received my first copy of
the newspaper and you all have touched
some profound subjects that interest me.
Black Lives Matter is a powerful movement and I sincerely support it because
“Black Lives Really Matter” and should
be sincerely loved, cherished, nourished,
appreciated, educated and protected.
El Roderick McKissic
Sparta, Ga.
***
A firm revolutionary salute is extended to all of the participant contributors of the N&L. The W.L. Nolen Mentorship Program is a community-based
pen pal service constructed to provide
the people of our communities with an
opportunity to connect with and engage
New Afrikan Black Revolutionaries on
several fronts. You can find more information at http://sfbayview.com/2013/03/
the-w-l-nolen-mentorship-program/ or:
W.L. Nolen Mentorship Program, Attn:
Central Texas ABC, c/o John S. Dolley,
P.O. Box 7907, Austin, TX 78713
Prisoner
Delano, Calif.
***

Thank you for sending the JulyAugust N&L. I have enjoyed reading
the wonderfully composed articles and
find within them a greater call to reason than some of the other newsletters
I have read. Violence and oppression is
not overcome with more of the same,
but with education
and
activism. The
belief
that
what
happened in Orlando
and,
recently, Dallas is a good
thing has been expressed by several
other inmates here and it absolutely disgusts me.
I believe in freedom of choice in regards to living in accordance with personal or sexual identity and being able
to determine what’s best for oneself regarding their bodies. Because I support
the LGBTQI movement, I get a lot of harassment but I won’t sacrifice my ideals
or morals due to pressure from others
who fear what they don’t understand or
are unwilling to try to. All lives matter,
even the ones I disagree with or are of a
different orientation/viewpoint than my
own. Together we can stand united for
freedom in the face of oppression.
Prisoner
Beaumont, Texas
***
Hey, I saw a paper someone had
here but they got it from someone else.
So I have little info. I’m locked up for
about 12 more months here. Anyway,
the paper is very well written and I enjoyed it a lot and was hoping to get some
reads from you! Please. Thanks a lot for
your time.
Prisoner
Roanoke, Va.

TO OUR READERS: Can you
donate $5 for a prisoner who
cannot pay for a subscription
to N&L? An $8 donation makes
it possible to give a subscription
plus the Pelican Bay Hunger
Strikers pamphlet to a prisoner
where it will be widely shared.

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS FROM NEWS & LETTERS

by Raya Dunayevskaya

Dunayevskaya en Español

q Marxism and Freedom: from 1776 until Today
Foreword by Joel Kovel
$24.95

q Marxismo y libertad

$10.00

q Philosophy and Revolution: From Hegel to Sartre
and from Marx to Mao
$24.95

q Filosofía y revolución

$10.00

q Rosa Luxemburgo, la liberación femenina, y la
filosofía marxista de revolución
$10.00

q Rosa Luxemburg, Women’s Liberation, and Marx’s
Philosophy of Revolution 1991 edition.
Foreword by Adrienne Rich
$24.95
q Women’s Liberation and the Dialectics of Revolution: Reaching for the Future
$24.95
q The Power of Negativity: Selected Writings on the
Dialectic in Hegel and Marx
$24.95
q Crossroads of History: Marxist-Humanist Writings
on the Middle East
$10.00
q The Marxist-Humanist Theory of State-Capitalism
		
$10.00
q The Philosophic Moment of Marxist-Humanism:
Two Historic-Philosophic Writings
		$3.00 paperback, $10.00 hardcover
q American Civilization on Trial: Black Masses as
Vanguard
40th anniversary edition
$10.00
q Marx’s Capital and Today’s Global Crisis
Includes critiques of Ernest Mandel and Tony Cliff

$8.00

q Myriad Global Crises of the 1980s and the Nuclear
World since World War II
$8.00
q Nationalism, Communism, Marxist-Humanism and
the Afro-Asian Revolutions
$5.00
q Guides to Collection and Supplement to the Raya
Dunayevskaya Collection: Marxist-Humanism:
A Half Century of Its World Development
Full description of 17,000-page microfilm collection
$5.00
q The Raya Dunayevskaya Collection—
Marxist-Humanism: A Half Century of Its World
Development A 17,000-page microfilm collection on 9 reels
available from Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48202
$165.00
		

q Una trilogía de revolución todo en un solo libro:
Marxismo y libertad; Filosofía y revolución; y
Rosa Luxemburgo la liberación femenina y la
filosofía marxista de la revolución
$25.00

q Bosnia-Herzegovina: Achilles Heel of Western
‘Civilization’
$10.00

q Kosova: Writings from News & Letters, 1998-1999
$8.00
q On the 100th Anniversary of the First General
Strike in the U.S.
by Terry Moon and Ron Brokmeyer
$8.00

Constitution of News and Letters
Committees, free with 75¢ postage

q La liberación femenina y la dialéctica de la
revolución: Tratando de alcanzar el futuro $10.00
q El poder de la negatividad: Escritos sobre la
dialéctica en Hegel y Marx
$10.00
q Contradicciones históricas en la civilización de
Estados Unidos: Las masas afroamericanas como
vanguardia
$8.00

by Charles Denby

q Indignant Heart: A Black Worker’s Journal
Includes Afterword by Raya Dunayevskaya

$14.95

Pamphlets published by
News and Letters Committees

q The Coal Miners’ General Strike of 1949-50 and the
Birth of Marxist-Humanism In the U.S.
by Andy Phillips and Raya Dunayevskaya
$8.00
q Dialectics of Black Freedom Struggles: Race,
Philosophy & the Needed American Revolution
by John Alan
$10.00
q Pelican Bay Hunger Strikers:
‘We want to be validated as human’

$5.00

q Voices from within the Prison Walls
by D. A. Sheldon

$8.00

q Working Women for Freedom
by Angela Terrano, Marie Dignan, and Mary Holmes

$8.00

News & Letters Newspaper
q News & Letters subscription
Unique combination of worker and intellectual
published 6 times a year.

$5.00/year

q Bound Volumes of News & Letters
1977-84, 1984-87, 1987-94, 1994-99, 2000-2010 $70.00 each
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arise@newsandletters.org
Mail orders to:
News & Letters, 228 South Wabash, Suite 230, Chicago, IL 60604,
Phone (312) 431-8242
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An open letter to the Prisoner Human Rights Movement

The power of humanism: where do we go from here?

The Ashker v Brown lawsuit ended the use of indeterminate solitary confinement in California.* Not resting on this victory, the “Prisoners’ Human Rights Movement Blueprint”** followed, reasserting the humanism
upon which the prisoners’ movement is founded:
“...California’s agreement to abandon indeterminate SHU (Security Housing Units) confinement based
on gang affiliation demonstrates the power of unity and
collective action.…
“Our movement rests on a foundation of unity: our
Agreement to End Hostilities....
“From this foundation, the prisoners’ human rights
movement is awakening the conscience of the nation to recognize that we are fellow human beings.… [W]e recognize that achieving our goal of fundamentally transforming the criminal justice system and
stopping the practice of warehousing people in prison
will be a protracted struggle. We are fully committed to
that effort, and invite you to join us.
“Todd Ashker, Sitawa Nantambu Jamaa, Luis Esquivel, George Franco, Richard Johnson, Paul Redd,
Gabriel Reyes, George Ruiz, Danny Troxell.”
Being recognized as human (see our pamphlet:
Pelican Bay Hunger Strikers: “We want to be validated
as human”) is now explicitly an ongoing means to the
fundamental transformation of “the criminal justice
system” which “warehouses” capitalism’s unemployed.

Wisc. hunger strike
by Robert Taliaferro

Wisconsin prisoners in the state's maximumsecurity facilities have recently been involved with a
hunger strike. The purpose is to end the draconian use
of long-term solitary confinement, which has been used
by Wisconsin for decades as an integral part of their
correctional policy. An additional goal was to improve
medical care for prisoners who find themselves in segregation mainly due to mental illness.
Wisconsin has one of the most severe prison
disciplinary policies in the country. While the
majority of states discipline a prisoner for up to
60 days, even an innocuous offense such as “improper storage” can get a person 90 days of segregation time, five lost good time days, and an extension of a mandatory release (MR) or extended
supervision (ES) date up to 10 days.
For being late, a Wisconsin prisoner can receive
180 days of segregation, 10 days of lost good time and
15 days added to MR or ES. A dirty cell gets you 90 days
of segregation, five days loss of good time and 10 days
added on MR or ES. More serious offenses can receive
up to 360 days of segregation, 20 days loss of good time
and 40 days added to MR or ES.

STOP ARBITRARY PUNISHMENTS!

Administrative segregation is another sanction at
the heart of the hunger strike. The confinement can be
for years at a time, based on an arbitrary set of standards that are often capriciously applied and racist.
Where it is used, the majority of those subject to it are
people of color, predominantly Black.
This form of punishment extends well beyond
the court-sanctioned punishments prisoners received for whatever crimes they committed.
Some feel that such punitive actions amount to
state-sanctioned torture.
The hunger strikers in Wisconsin were subjected
to another form of torture: court-ordered force-feeding
in order to dissuade the prisoners from continuing with
the strike. The prisoners say the petition contained
erroneous information to make their condition seem
worse than it was.

WHAT WE’RE FIGHTING FOR

Some of the objectives of the campaign, according
to the Forum for Understanding Prisons (FFUP), are:
1) A legislative cap on the long-term use of solitary
confinement;
2) Creation of a board or committee independent of
the DOC for oversight in order to stop the DOC’s abuse
of, and overclassification for, “short” and “long” term
disciplinary confinement;
3) Immediate transition and release to less restrictive housing of prisoners who have been on the longterm solitary confinement units for more than a year;
5) Proper mental health facilities and treatment of
“short” and “long” term solitary confinement prisoners;
6) An immediate U.S. Dept. of Justice investigation
into the mind control program operated by the DOC.
Though these conditions and objectives are specific
to the men in Wisconsin, they need to apply nationwide.
If you attempt to crush individuality by using torture to break a person’s mind, you are a despot. In that
regard, there’s only a marginal difference between the
gulags of Stalin’s Russia and prisons in the U.S.
Wisconsin hunger strike participants (source,
FFUP): Uhuru Mutawakkil, Cesar DeLeon, Shirell
Watkins, LaRon McKinley Bey, Joshua Scolman, Parish Golden, and Lamar Larry. LaRon McKinley Bey
and Cesar DeLeon have been on strike since June 7.

The torture of extreme isolation did not break you.
In opposing it, you discovered the power of our nature
as human social beings, thinking social beings, which
became the foundation for both thought and action. The
“Agreement to End
Hostilities” is a very
practical step. But part
of its power, to continue
“awakening the conscience of the nation,” is that it speaks
to many who hear in
it their own yearning
to be recognized as human.
The “Agreement”
takes the determination of who “I” am away
from the accidental
and
circumstantial
conditions of being
born in a racist society,
being poor, etc., and asserts that my connections with other prisoners, no matter their race or their circumstances, will
be established by me and not the guards, not the power
structure, not prevailing expectations.
The new reality became a community in which you
identified with and supported each other. Community
didn’t deny individuality, but broke with the hyperindividualized “I”—an isolated individual who through
this very isolation is denied their humanity. Another
prisoners’ human rights beacon, Charisse Shumate,***

Humanism: a way
forward for prisoners

Only live human beings can recreate the revolutionary dialectic forever anew. And these live human beings
must do so in theory as well as in practice. It is not a
question only of meeting the challenge from practice,
but of being able to meet the challenge from the selfdevelopment of the idea and of deepening theory to the
point where it reaches Marx’s concept of the philosophy
of revolution in permanence.
—Raya Dunayevskaya
I am because we are and because we are I am.
—Ugandan proverb
The material from prisoners who are proponents of
our human rights struggle is heartening. The emphasis
has been on how to create a path forward. It is a serious grappling with that question. Taking on this question has consequences not only for us behind the prison
walls, but also to humanity beyond the walls. There is a
continuity and a discontinuity that is the substance of
the question before us. Formulation of a path forward
will be twofold, ideally a deep unification and, simultaneously the most practical path.
Let us not lose sight of what has enabled us to be
liberated from the oppressive conditions of solitary
confinement. It was the banner of our humanism that
allowed the forging of a tremendous unification across
the racial divides. Until the creation of the short corridor all of us surely thought it would be impossible. The
absolute negativity of solitary confinement brought
forth a new stage of cognition in each of us; humanism became much more than a rallying cry. The recognition of commonality existing in all of us gave rise to
a transcendent quality of our social interactions. Others begun to notice our efforts. The demonstration of
our social humanism became much more pronounced
in the boldness and resoluteness of the Agreement to
End Hostilities.
There is great potential in the humanism projected
by us prisoners. Staying true to our humanism and
deepening its development offers us the means to expand solidarity among the general prison population
and simultaneously build our connections with people
on the outside. Extending our humanism whenever and
wherever possible on both sides of the prison walls allows for a creation of a bulwark against uneven development.
The connection our humanism has with the outside world is real. The present socio-economic reality,
the perverse nature of oppressive capitalist social relations, has rendered a clear estrangement of humanity.
Wherever one looks—be it prisons, households, communities, states and nations—the view is the same for
the masses. The oppressed are striving to unleash their
innate human potential against the inhumane forces of
capital. Thus we are all engaged in the world struggle
to totally uproot and eradicate the major contradictions
between the haves and have-nots. In the very midst
of the revolutionary struggle, the horizontal relationships born of spontaneity with kindred spirits create
an opening for the deepening of humanism and the
concrete foundational framework of the new society we
want to establish.
—Faruq

called herself a “we” person. Todd Ashker calls it being
a member of “a prisoner class” and all of the signers of
the “Blueprint” identify as “fellow human beings.”
Out of solitary, new human beings emerged. As the
“Blueprint” states: “We
are beacons of collective building... We...
must take a protracted
internal and external
retrospective analysis of
our present-day prisons’
concrete conditions to
forge our Prisoner Human Rights Movement
(PHRM) onward into
the next stage of development...of the continuous
liberation struggle...”
From being representatives of SHU
prisoners, to becoming
“beacons of collective
building,” PHRM’s humanism is indigenous to
the movement. For me,
what is new with the “Blueprint” is the way it expresses
the ongoing nature of the movement through an Idea
that transcends any one particular step of the struggle.
Isn’t this moment of transition the time to think
about the humanism that animates the movement?
Does it not demand a voice beyond its expression in
the next activity? There are moments in the movement
that, as the “Blueprint” states, call for “...tak[ing] a
protracted internal and external retrospective analysis....” Wouldn’t such analysis lead one to realize that
the persistent drive to be self-determining is the most
concrete dimension of being human? Wouldn’t it include the analysis of the animating principle through
which a movement can continue? In other words, selfdetermination, as both growing ourselves and changing
the world through the struggle to overcome the next obstacle, is as well the self-determination of the Idea.
One Pelican Bay SHU hunger striker, Faruq, who
helped shape the original pamphlet, “We want to be
validated as human,” sees humanism as the concrete
idea whose development in the prison movement is inseparable from a vision of a new society beyond “the estrangement of humanity” rendered by “capitalist social
relations” (see his statement, this page).
Humanism as the self-determining Idea is
most likely taken for granted, not recognized as
the concrete that can determine our future. How
many times have we seen movements derailed or
truncated into electoral politics, or making new
laws, or other urgent tasks as though that alone is
the concrete? Can we allow ourselves to “forget”
that every action is a particular form of the idea
of freedom, which is what makes us human? Can
a new generation, whether younger prisoners or
other movements, afford to start all over, facing
new forms of unfreedom from the standpoint of
pure activism?
What stands out now is that the enduring idea
takes on new forms. This idea can never directly merge,
or be exhausted, in the new particular situation. Even
though it must take particular forms, to hold fast to
its enduring power is reaching to make the ideal real
and concrete in our everyday lives. The idea that is not
exhausted in any particular struggle seems abstract,
a “beyond,” and can be dismissed as not concrete. And
yet this very idea, humanism, keeps re-emerging as the
principle in the next struggle. The ever-new forms of
humanism are, after all, an expression of the vision of
the new society not as a utopia, but where we are all
recognized and needed as human beings: human not as
a “given,” or merely “natural,” but mutually recognized
as self-determining free beings.
At this crucial moment of rethinking, I would very
much like to hear your views on the idea that animates
the movement and speaks to all other movements. We
ask you to share your ideas on your humanism, how
it can make a difference in reaching for a totally new
future for all of us.
In Solidarity,
Urszula Wislanka, July 2016

* See “California prisoners battle barbaric U.S. ‘justice’
system,” News & Letters, Nov.-Dec. 2015.
** The “Prisoner Human Rights Movement Blue Print”
is online at https://prisonerhumanrightsmovement.wordpress.
com/blue-print/ and a paper copy of the full 284 pages is available from Freedom Outreach/PHRM, Fruitvale Station, PO
Box 7359, Oakland, CA 94601-3023. Freedom Outreach asks
that you cover the cost of mailing, by sending $11.50 or the
equivalent in postage stamps. News & Letters will send the
8-page overview to anyone who asks.
*** Charisse Shumate was the lead plaintiff in Shumate
v Wilson challenging medical neglect and abuse in California
women’s prisons. She was a founder of the California Coalition
for Women Prisoners and a frequent contributor to its publication, The Fire Inside (FI). “Two perspectives on ‘I’ that is
‘we’: Charisse Shumate and Hegel,” appears in FI #17, March,
2001. A reprint is available from News & Letters.
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Freedom for the Chagos Archipelago! BLM occupies City Hall

granting the right to return for some Chagossians, on
Chagos, Diego Garcia, Mauritius—What has for 50
the condition that they accept continued colonization
years been a “secret site” in the Indian Ocean—Diego
as subjects of the British Indian Ocean Territory—the
Garcia, the most beautiful atoll in the world, the site of
illegal colony set up in 1965.
the most hideous U.S. military base—is suddenly being
Sir Aneerood Jugnauth, the Prime Minister
exposed to public
elected in 2014,
scrutiny.
is finally doing
Too
many
what LALIT has
B-52’s took off
demanded
since
from Diego Garcia
1985: go to the UN
to kill civilians in
General Assembly
Iraq and Afghanifor a Resolution to
stan. Too many ilput a case for an
legally held prisonAdvisory Opinion
ers were tortured
before the Interthere. Too much
national Court of
nuclear material
Justice (ICJ) at
is stored there,
The Hague.
flaunting
the
But this has
Pelindaba Treaty
prompted a joint
for a Nuclear Arms
UK-U.S. commuFree Africa.
niqué of June 24
In 1965, Britthreatening that
ain stole the
LALIT
the referral to the
Chagos
ArchiRajni Lallah leading LALIT protest march
ICJ “would cause
pelago, part of
lasting damage to
Mauritius, in an
Mauritius’ bilatillegal excision in defiance of the UN Charter. It
eral relations with both the UK and the USA.”
then sublet part of Chagos, Diego Garcia, to the
We call on you to support our campaign with
U.S., which secretly planned to set up a military
the following actions:
base. But Mauritian families had been living on
1. Send us a short message of support for our InterChagos since 1814. From 1963 onwards, they were
national Action Conference on Diego Garcia to be held
brutally banned from returning to Chagos. FamiOct. 1-2, 2016.
lies were cruelly split asunder. People's dogs
2. Email President Barack Obama (copy to LALIT
were gassed before their very eyes. All of the peolalitmail@intnet.mu) calling on him to withdraw the
ple were forcibly removed from Chagos, literally
blackmail “lasting damage” to Mauritius-U.S. relastarved off the outer Islands, by 1973.
tions.
The people of Mauritius, including Chagossians,
3. Include the Diego Garcia base closure in rallies
have been struggling to put this issue on the world’s
and movements you’re involved in and publish this letagenda for 50 years. There have been petitions, hunger
ter in your publications or website.
strikes, candlelight vigils, forums, demonstrations by
Send us a copy or short message about, any initiaChagossian and LALIT women, even a “peace flotilla,”
tive you take, because it adds to our combined strength.
bringing the issue up at conferences.
—Alain Ah Vee for LALIT
NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR REUNIFICATION
18 August 2016, www.lalitmauritius.org
Now, quite suddenly, things are beginning to move.
LALIT is calling for your support for reunification of
the Republic of Mauritius and for the right to return.
The 50-year illegal “lease” of Diego Garcia by BritNuclear packages, much of their contents radioacain to the U.S. comes to an end in a few months. Furtive waste, are constantly being transported around
thermore, the 2015 judgment of the Tribunal under the
the world by land, sea and air. For example, in the deUN Convention of the Law of the Sea has stated that it
commissioning process at the Zion nuclear reactor in
is illegal for Britain to do anything with Chagos—like
Illinois, part of the radiating debris was sent to Clive,
renewing the U.S. lease—without consulting with MauUtah. That includes gloves, clothing and tools of the
ritius. At the same time, the UK seems on the verge of
nuclear plant workers, the turbines, miles of pipe and
hundreds, if not thousands, of valves, gaskets, and
gauges.
The reactor vessel itself—a thick stainless-steel
bowl 11.5 feet across and about 33 feet high, which had
been subjected to decades of close-range neutron and
gamma ray bombardment—will be strongly radioacby Elise
tive.
Brave people gathered for a Pride beauty pageant
The spent fuel rods are a horse of a different
at Club Venom nightclub in Kampala, Uganda, only to
color. Spent fuel, classified High-Level Radioacbe arrested, detained, beaten and undressed by police.
tive Waste (HLRW), is one million times more raEast and Horn of Africa Human Rights Defenders Projdioactive than new fuel. What to do with it is a
ect, Sexual Minorities Uganda, Chapter Four Uganda
conundrum. Presently it is in huge casks made of
and Uganda Pride Committee were among the husteel and thick concrete (dry cask storage) at the
man rights groups who condemned the police raid and
site of the former Zion plant.
brutality. The detainees were finally released without
When fuel is swapped out of the reactors that powcharges. In Uganda, people merely perceived as having
er the U.S. submarine fleet, the used assemblies are
same-sex relations can be imprisoned for life.
placed in dry casks specially formulated for transportation along water, rail, and roadways to a military site.
* * *
Activists took to the streets of Ankara, Turkey,
In all there have been more than 1,300 shipments of
outraged over the murder of Transgender woman, sex
HLRW since the mid-1970s. The less dangerous miliworker and activist Hande Kader, who was well-known
tary waste goes on roadways to the Waste Isolation Pifor marching for Queer rights. Protesters demanded
lot Plant near Carlsbad, N.M.
that authorities find her murderer. Transgender rights
organization Transgender Europe reports that Turkey
How to contact
is the most dangerous European country for TransgenNEWS & LETTERS COMMITTEES
der people.
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
* * *
228 South Wabash, #230
MEETINGS
About 1,500 Queer people and their allies in
Chicago, IL 60604
Sundays, 6:00 PM
Kathmandu, Nepal, protested during Gai Jatra, one
Phone 312-431-8242
Echo Park United
of Nepal’s largest festivals, because many of their comFax 312-431-8252
Methodist Church
munities continue to discriminate against them. Last
MEETINGS
1226 N. Alvarado
year saw a beam of hope when human rights protecCall for Information
(North of Sunset, side door)
tions were written into Nepal’s Constitution, banning
DETROIT
discrimination against sexual and gender minorities by
OAKLAND
P.O.
Box 27205
the state or the judiciary.
P.O. Box 3345, Oakland, CA 94609
Detroit, MI 48227
* * *
detroitnewsandletters@gmail.com
banandl@yahoo.com
Caster Semenya won gold in the 800 meters at the
MEETINGS
MEETINGS
2016 Rio Olympics after the Court of Arbitration for
Sundays, 2:00 PM
Sundays, 6:30 PM
Sport set aside the International Association of AthWrite for information
Niebyl-Proctor Marxist Library
letics Federation’s (IAAF) limit on naturally occurring
NEW YORK
testosterone for athletes to compete in women’s events.
6501 Telegraph Ave., Oakland
NYNewsandLetters@gmail.com
The Court ruled that IAAF had not presented scientific
F L I N T, M I
MEETINGS
proof that female athletes with naturally high testosP.O. Box 3384, Flint, MI 48502
For Information: 646 578 6210
terone levels have a significant advantage over their
peers. Intersex and all women athletes will no lonINTERNET
ger undergo testosterone-level tests, nor be forced, as
m
a
i
l
E
M
A
I
L
WORLD WIDE WEB
Semenya had been, into treatment to reduce elevated
www.newsandletters.org
arise@newsandletters.org
testosterone levels in order to compete.

Los Angeles—Members of LACAN (Community Action Network), Stop Los Angeles Police Dept. (LAPD)
Spying Coalition, and Black Lives Matter (BLM) have
been protesting the murder of unarmed Black and
Brown men and women by LAPD officers every Tuesday at the Los Angeles Police Commission meetings.
Months of voicing our outrage in Public Comments to the five-member Police Commission and
LAPD chief Charlie Beck have done nothing to
bring the killer police officers to justice. Both
Beck and the commissioners determined that
the murders are all “in policy,” and no crime has
been committed.
On July 12, 100 Black, White, Brown and Asian
youth protested against these ongoing “legalized” murders chanting: “Not one more, not one more!” We held
signs “Black Lives Matter,” “Chicanos for BLM,” “Justice
for Redel Jones,” “Justice for Lakeisha Wilson,” “Justice
for Charlie Keunang Africa,” “Justice for Ezell Ford,”
“White People for BLM,” and “Justice or Revolution!”
Meanwhile, inside the police commission meeting,
Beck ruled that the officer’s killing—shooting Redel
Jones five times—was within policy. Jones was 30 years
old and a mother of two.
Melina Abdullah, one of the founders of BLM and
leader of LA BLM, stated: “LAPD officers killed a woman who was accused of carrying a kitchen knife and of
possibly stealing $80. They killed her in cold blood—the
reports from the community are that she was running
away and was shot four or five times in the back, and it
didn’t even make it into the [police] report."
After Chief Beck’s ruling, protesters marched
to City Hall to urge Mayor Eric Garcetti to dismiss Beck. Barred from entering City Hall by
LAPD officers, LA BLM started an occupation of
City Hall Plaza until the mayor fires Chief Beck.
At times we occupiers number in the hundreds.
Many people come by to support us. They donate food,
water, mattresses, blankets and books. Cars and buses
honk their horns in support. There are circles of discussions on various topics as well as smaller group interactions. Tents are set up from 9:00 pm to 6:00 am.
As of Aug. 4, the Occupation is in its 24th day.
—Basho

Nuclear waste traveling to your neighborhood

QUEERNOTES

A Department of Energy (DOE) program features shipments of plutonium (Pu) from other countries
to the U.S. One-third of a ton of Pu from Japan that
reached our shores at Charleston, S.C., was transferred
by trucks to the Savannah River Site near Aiken, Ga.
More large quantities of Pu are expected at Savannah
from Europe, the Pacific Rim and North America. What
the DOE is thinking is anybody’s guess (but Pu-239 is
used for the production of nuclear weapons). They say
it’s to prevent diaspora of these most deadly isotopes,
which are wholly created by man—not nature. According to the DOE it’s safer from terrorist threat for the
next 100,000 years here rather than scattered all over
the globe. Comments from the citizens of South Carolina at http://bit.ly/2bWxOKZ are well worth reading.
But hiding the HLRW produced in North America
is a very tough problem because it’s in our communities
and there are anti-nuclear activists who ask impolite
questions, create nuisance articles, plan rallies, and
demonstrate, among other annoyances.
This involves a very interesting sleight of hand.
Because Yucca Mountain, Nev., has disappeared as a
destination for HLRW, the government CLAIMS we
now need “consolidated interim storage” for this highly
watched material, an alleged necessity that leads to a
concept named “consent-based siting.” The DOE has
conducted eight well-advertised public meetings asking
citizens for design solutions on how communities can be
persuaded to willingly accept domestic HLRW.
Meanwhile, Waste Control Specialists (WCS) of
Andrews, Texas, applied to the NRC to be awarded the
contract to harbor HLRW in west Texas.
The eighth DOE meeting in Minneapolis was characterized by cheeky interruptions, particularly by Texan Karen Hadden. Basically, the citizen participants
said, You (the DOE) stop making HLRW. Then come
to us for a solution to the 72,000 tons we already have.
An important DOE speech was disrupted with a play by
activist Kelly Lundeen of Luck, Wisc., the gist of which
is in these lines:
“DOE: Waste Control Specialists is in this Biz. /
Take it! Take it! Here it is! /Anti-nuclear activist: No,
we cannot take their bids. /Texas does not want this for
their kids. /DOE: Would you, could you, in a borehole?
Anti-nuclear activist: I could not, would not, in a borehole. /It is not safe or under control. /I will not take it on
a train. /You should not drive it through the rain. /Not
on a truck! Not next to me! /Not through my yard! You
let me be! /I do not like it in Arizona. /I do not like it in
Minnesota. /I will not take it in Massachusetts. /I will
not take it to Yucca Mountain. /I do not like it here or
there. /I do not like it ANYWHERE!
“Stop making radioactive waste! /I do not like it
anyplace.”
—January
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Fascism rising: from India to Russia, U.S. to Philippines

continued from p. 1
Breivik's anti-immigrant manifesto was clear to see.

REVOLUTION AND COUNTER-REVOLUTION

At this moment, above all, it is necessary to be clear
about what we are seeing. The old cliche that “both parties are the same,” despite its element of truth, misses
the main point. We are seeing something new.
If one side of that is Trump’s open appeal to fascism, the opposite side is the resistance to racism and
capitalism that reached new levels in the Black Lives
Matter coalition and the “socialism” of the Bernie
Sanders campaign.
There were actually signs of a Black and labor
coalescence in the vote for Sanders, especially among
youth—including Latinx and Muslim youth. Sanders
often failed to address this part of his base adequately—but the youth who expressed themselves for socialist politics count for more than any particular candidate.
Likewise, no bourgeois politician will truly meet the Black Lives Matter coalition on its
own ground, its uncompromising critique of the
centuries of structural racism that formed the
U.S. But the Trump campaign doesn’t hesitate
to express its open opposition to the anti-racist
movement, and its desire to see that crushed. His
retweets of white supremacists are one aspect of
this, and even more sinister is his courting of the
racist militia movement and what Trump calls
“Second Amendment people.”
Missing this main point can be fatal here in the
U.S. The consequences on a world scale can be worse.
As Syrian revolutionary Yassin al-Haj Saleh has said,
“When progress is not universal, reaction progresses.”

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has pushed for
an expanded military force projection capability. He is
a member of the cult-like Nippon Kaigi organization
that supports doing away with Article 9 of the Constitution, which states that “the Japanese people forever
renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation and the
threat or use of force as means of settling international
disputes.” They oppose equal rights for women, GLBTQ
people, and immigrants. In line with this Japan has
seen a rise in anti-immigrant organizing, sometimes
inspired by the U.S. Tea Party.

INDIA RIVEN BY STRUGGLE

The retrogression and rising fascism that characterize politics today is exemplified as well in the rise
of Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP). It represents a brutal backwards
movement in Indian democracy. The exacerbation of
Hindutva religious chauvinism, manifest in an emphasis on caste distinctions and in historical revisionism
that eliminates the role of non-Hindu minorities, has
now led to situations in which Dalits (“Untouchables”)
have been flogged for skinning dead cows, or Muslims
beheaded for eating beef.
Massive student protests earlier this year
challenged Modi and the BJP. Dalit student
Rohith Vemula became a symbol of resistance
for that movement. His recent posthumous book,
#Caste is Not A Rumour, states: “The value of a
man was reduced to his immediate identity and
nearest possibility. To a vote. To a number. To
a thing. Never was a man treated as a mind. As
a glorious thing made up of star dust. In every
field, in studies, in streets, in politics, and in dying and living.”
This is a defense of human dignity that resonates
MASS MURDER IN THE PHILIPPINES
with Black Lives Matter and other freedom movements
That reactionary movement is seen in the celebrain the U.S. or with those in the Arab Spring revolution by a section of the Left of new Philippines Presitions. In Gujarat in August, Dalits in Modi’s home state
dent Rodrigo Duterte. It shows the consequences of a
of Gujarat challenged the mounting oppression with a
failure to grasp the present
Freedom March (azadi kooch)
http://www.riazhaq.com/
stage of capitalism and its politraveling through 300 miles of
villages.
tics. Duterte, sometimes comIndian-occupied Kashmir
pared to Trump, celebrated his
also saw 68 civilian protesters
inauguration by encouraging
killed by Indian troops, and a
the mass murder of drug users.
strike shut down schools, colPolice break into the homes of
leges, transportation and busithose accused, handcuff and
nesses. Independence-minded
beat them, terrorize their famiKashmiris who created the
lies, and summarily execute
azadi movement, have for dethem. Personal scores are becades been overshadowed by the
ing settled. Doubtless, in many
cases the drug trade is being Protest at Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi, against Modi competing nationalisms of India
centralized in the hands of the government’s attacks on academic freedom, and the arrest and Pakistan. Today, as Modi’s
of student activist Kahaiya Kumar,
government attacks education
police.
through corrupted history, IndiKillings will continue.
an occupation troops seize school buildings throughout
So far over 2,000 have died, including five-yearKashmir for military garrisons.
old Danica May of Dugupan City, killed by vigilantes aiming for her uncle. There aren’t nearly
EUROPEAN FASCISM & TRUMP
enough treatment facilities to serve the PhilipModi is hardly alone in his anti-Muslim politics.
pines’ addicted population, many of whom are
The demonization of Muslims has been a factor in Eudesperately poor. Those who are attempting to
ropean politics since the struggle against genocide in
access help are also marking themselves for posBosnia. That genocide found apologists on both the
sible execution.
Right and Left. Today the same propaganda networks
In the words of human rights lawyer Jose Manuel
have organized to demonize the millions of immigrants
Diokno: “Law officials are acting as judge, jury and exfleeing from wars in Afghanistan, Iraq, Yemen, Sudan
ecutioner. We might as well abolish our courts.” Does
and especially from Assad’s genocide in Syria.
anyone object? The U.S. has announced that it will inThis May, Austria came within a whisker of
crease the number of its military bases there. A secelecting Norbert Hofer of the Freedom Party as
tion of the Left praises a new peace agreement between
president. Far Right, anti-immigrant parties have
Duterte’s government and the Maoist insurgency—a
increased their vote totals across the continent,
force whose own history of internecine assassination
and hold various offices in France, Hungary, the
will make it an ideal vigilante group.
Netherlands, Greece, Switzerland—all of whom
greeted the reactionary “Brexit” vote in the UK
REACTION IN CHINA AND JAPAN
with wild enthusiasm. Like Donald Trump in the
This fascistic tendency isn’t just dictated by ideolU.S., this represents the dream they have of finalogy—it crosses those borders easily enough—but by the
ly co-opting the working class majority for their
needs of capitalism itself. That can be seen in the intenown oppressive project. By no coincidence Brexit
sifying attacks by the Chinese Communist government
supporter Nigel Farage has campaigned side by
under Xi Jinping on independent publishers, writers,
side with Donald Trump, both in the UK and in
activists and artists.
the U.S.
Attacks are concentrated on publishing companies
In all these cases, what we are seeing is a form of
that print political works, as with the arrest of the puboppressive
politics that expresses the current state of
lisher of the book Godfather of China Xi Jinping, or of
capitalism itself. As always, imperialism flows from the
the five editors of the Mighty Currents imprint, which
fundamental logic of class relations under capitalism.
published books critical of the wealthy elite. Human
Today it contains the vicious combination of a ruling
rights lawyers are also a focus, with hundreds arrested
class united against revolution everywhere, and, at the
and dozens kept in detention.
same time, directing an appeal to racism and narrow
Lawyer Tang Jinglang was sentenced to five years
nationalism that portends future inter-imperial world
in prison in Guangzhou for advocating non-violent civil
war.
disobedience. His wife described his treatment: “He was
THE LONG CIVIL WAR CONTINUES
merely promoting a concept recognized internationally,
It’s of the utmost importance that youth, multibut in China you go to jail for it. He was beaten in the
cultural populations, and large numbers of workers
early days of his detention and forced to labor well into
rejected the UK Brexit vote, and it will be even more
the night. He is also not getting food or letters from his
important for Donald Trump to lose the November U.S.
family.“
election by the largest possible margin. His attempt at
This repression reflects worry among China’s
a civil war—and that is the meaning of his appeal to
Communist Party elite about the continuing
“Second Amendment people” and the calls to jail his opstrike wave among workers in construction,
ponent—must end in disaster for the Far Right.
transportation, mining and manufacturing, couThis won’t be enough, of course. We are living
pled with lack of growth in the world economy.
through one particularly crucial episode in what
Across the disputed East China Sea, right-wing

Marx identified in 1848 as “the more or less veiled
civil war, raging within existing society, up to the
point where that war breaks out into open revolution…” Only revolution in permanence will end
that war.
Clarity is needed. We see this fascist project being
carried forward in various forms throughout the world,
and we see the resistance to it—as unflinching and
adamant as Black Lives Matter, striking U.S. prisoners, the Ayotzinapa families in Mexico, the revolutionary communities in Syria, or the Chinese intellectual
unbowed in her cell.

Lakota resist pipeline

facebook.com/CampoftheSacredStone

Citizens of the Standing Rock Lakota Nation and
allies are maintaining a Camp of the Sacred Stones
along the proposed route of the Dakota Access oil pipeline to defend the water, sacred and burial sites and
wildlife habitat. The camp in North Dakota began on
April 1, near where the pipeline, which is to carry up
to 570,000 barrels of fracked Bakken shale oil daily to
Illinois, is supposed to dive underneath the Missouri
River.
The resistance struck such a chord that supporters have flooded in from over 60 tribes, joined
by environmental activists and others. At press
time between 2,500 and 4,000 are sleeping in tents
and tepees. Daycare has been set up. Members of
the Standing Rock Lakota formed Spirit Resistance Radio, 87.9 FM, to broadcast updates.
Dozens have been arrested during actions at the
construction site. On Aug. 15 Native women halted
work by putting their bodies around the heavy machinery. Construction remains halted at press time. Tribal
governments have sent 87 letters and resolutions in
support. Rallies have been held as far away as Paris,
and support has come from Indigenous peoples in Canada and elsewhere.

INHUMAN RESPONSE TO PROTEST

In a Run for Our Lives relay, Native youth ran
500 miles from Cannon Ball, N.D., to the district office
of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in Omaha, Neb.
Since the pipeline was approved anyway, they ran 2,000
miles to Washington D.C., where a rally was held on
Aug. 24.
The Corps granted permits for the construction
over written objections from three federal agencies.
The Standing Rock people have sued, saying that the
pipeline is affecting treaty land without tribal consent,
in violation of treaty law and several federal laws such
as the Clean Water Act.
In response to the protests, state officials
removed the medical trailer and the drinking
water supply despite oppressive heat. Gov. Jack
Dalrymple declared a state of emergency Aug. 19,
citing “outside agitators” responsible for “hundreds of criminal acts” at the firmly nonviolent
camp.
Morton County Sheriff Kyle Kirchmeier similarly
claimed there were “pipe bombs” and gun violence at
the protest site. He set up a military-style checkpoint
on the main road in from Bismarck, turning away anyone suspected of heading to the camp. To scare parents,
he announced that school buses would be escorted by
cops.
While they are fiercely fighting this specific pipeline, participants have made clear that they are pushing back against a whole pattern of exploiting and
transporting fossil fuels for the profit of some at the
expense of Native American peoples. Many supporters
also see it as a focal point for the struggle against climate change.
—Franklin Dmitryev
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Air show opposed

Chicago—On Aug. 20-21, the city put on its 58th annual Air and Water Show where various planes travel
in formations to entertain crowds in Lincoln Park. The
show is free and attracts many working-class families.
A small group of anti-war activists gathered
to counter the message that lies beneath the
aerobatics sponsored by Shell and Boeing: war
planes are cool, war is cool.
Spectators walking by, dragging coolers and pushing strollers over the North Avenue footbridge, were
treated to a display of each of the seven countries that
the U.S. is bombing at this very moment. Afghanistan,
Iraq, Libya, Pakistan, Somalia, Syria, and Yemen were
each pictured on their own placard and named.
Passersby were asking about the signs. One
person did not think we were at war with Somalia, so I told him to look in an online newspaper
for U.S. announcements of killing al-Shabaab
members (and people in their vicinity) with
drones.
Several people engaged me on the “Free Chelsea
Manning and All Whistleblowers” sign I held. Many
people do not know who Chelsea is, or that she faces
new charges for allegedly attempting suicide. Asking if
she was really still in prison, some were shocked to learn
that she is serving a 35-year sentence for espionage.
If these wars are to end, people must learn what is
really going on. They must become cognizant of important videos and information leaked by Manning. Neither of the major presidential candidates is going to tell
people for us; the task is our own.
—Buddy Bell

Murdering the disabled
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YOUTH IN ACTION
by Natalia Spiegel

A supervisor at a textile mill in Rupganj, Bangladesh, was arrested in July after nine-year-old Sagar
Barman died. His father, Ratan Barman, accused the
supervisor and others of killing his son by pumping
air from a compressor into his rectum because he had
protested abuse. An assistant administrative officer at
the Zobeda Textile Mill was taken into custody for questioning. Police said that others would be detained as
the inquiry continued. About 3,000 workers work at the
mill, an estimated 10% of them children. Factory workers took to the streets in protest of Sagar’s murder, demanding an end to oppression of workers and children.
* * *

facebook.com/wearebrujas
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People with disabilities were killed on July 26 in
Japan’s deadliest mass murder since World War II. Ten
women and nine men were stabbed to death and another 26 injured, at the Tsukui Lily Garden care facility
in Sagamihara by former employee Satoshi Uematsu.
Uematsu had previously been detained after writing a letter expressing his desire to murder hundreds of
“disabled people with severe difficulties socializing as
well as severe difficulties at home.” He described his intended crime in detail. Clearly, there should have been
a heightened security consciousness at the facility. Yet
only one guard was on duty that night. The victims
were helpless to defend themselves, and would have
had no context for dealing with the killer’s rage.
The dereliction goes deeper. The very fact
that a person who had been hired and trained to
work with the disabled developed such a hateful
and dehumanizing view is a commentary on the
way society chooses to “warehouse” the disabled
and ignore the full humanity that each of us possess. Differences become “severe difficulties,” and
our humanity is relegated to the dishonest pingponging of state budgets and bigoted politics,
which often amount to another form of murderous hatred.
In the U.S., Illinois Governor Bruce Rauner's budget proposals—where he insists on slashing services to
those who need them most—has something in common
with the murderer in Japan. It’s his total disregard for
humanity.
There are times when I wonder how much poorer
my life might be if my disabled daughter weren’t with
me. The lack of support creates real barriers between
people with different abilities.
The murderer Uematsu expressed pride in his
“ability to kill.” This is an ultimate expression of the
way our society, in general, relates to those with a disability. They are often seen as a burden, as an expense,
their humanity treated as a luxury in good times and
a drag in bad. A genuine revolution will overthrow this
dehumanizing relationship, and the differently abled
will have the right to a living situation in which the
free development of each is the condition for the free
development of all.
—Suzanne Rose

An all-women’s skateboard team, Las Brujas, is
fighting against male domination of the sport, and for
their communities of the South Bronx section of New
York City. One of the founders, Arianna Gil noted that
while male skaters think they are rebels, the real outsiders are women. Las Brujas note: “Cops have taken
over the entire neighborhood, but they’re here for the
people moving in, not us.” Challenging gentrification,
they have testified before the City Council, protested
police harassment of young people in their area and
sponsored an anti-prom to celebrate LGBTQ culture.
They are trying to organize a youth camp for neighborhood children. As Gil put it, “There’s so little opportunity for young people of color in terms of jobs and education that we don’t feel like a part of this city. Skating is
a way to reclaim our freedom. [It] is a political act [that]
allows us to question private property and reclaim all
the spaces in our city that have been rezoned and redeveloped into oblivion.”
* * *
Helena High School student Kaitlyn Juvik was
summoned by the vice principal on May 25 and told she
was being suspended for not wearing a bra, as she had
done all year. In response, several hundred classmates
carried out their solidarity. Several boys put bras on
over their shirts. Kaitlyn responded by organizing her
classmates and by helping a friend set up a Facebook
page: “No Bra, No Problem.” Kaitlyn said that it is time
for young women to take a stand and start a national
discussion about “the body shaming and sexualizing
of women.” On May 27 about 300 female Helena High
students went to school braless in protest, and several
male students wore bras.
* * *
Three Hong Kong activists were sentenced on July
24 for their involvement in a huge demonstration of students two years ago. The 70 days of protests and occupations they helped engender demanded freer elections
in Hong Kong. Joshua Wong, now 19, was convicted of
unlawful assembly and sentenced to 80 hours of community service. For “inciting” people to participate
in the actions, Nathan Law, 23, was sentenced to 120
hours of community service. Alex Chow, 25, received a
three-week jail term with a one-year suspension. “It is
a long-term battle for us,” Wong said.

San Francisco—The Prisoner Hunger Strike Solidarity coalition designates the 23rd of each month as
a day of outreach to draw attention to the widespread
use of 23-hour-a-day solitary confinement, which is
internationally recognized as torture. On Aug. 23 the
coalition showed up with an informational leaflet,
“From Alcatraz to Pelican Bay,” at the National Park
Service staging area for trips to Alcatraz. A popular
international tourist attraction, Alcatraz was a notorious prison from 1934 to 1963 that was made famous by
Hollywood movies and its own ghoulish history of guard
abuse. We wanted to draw attention to what replaced
Alcatraz.
Alcatraz prison created extreme physical barriers
to prisoners’ movement, limiting opportunities for escape as it was built in the middle of San Francisco Bay.
Supermax prisons superseded it with the aim of total
physical and psychological control. The supermax concept started with the “behavior control unit” in the federal prison in Marion, Ill., which was copied in prisons
throughout the country. Control units were designed
by behavioral psychologists including Professor Edgar

Schein, who advised totalitarian methods.
In the late 1970s prisoners in the Marion control
unit went on hunger strikes. When I spoke with them
later, they reported that the authorities had learned
how to control their outward behavior, to make them
respond like Pavlov’s famous dogs who salivated at
the sound of a bell. They told me, however, that they
learned they have a mind of their own that the authorities can never get to.
Prisoners have been using that power of an independent mind. A multi-ethnic non-violent movement of
prisoners staged a series of hunger strikes in 2011-13,
forcing the California Department of Corrections to end
their use of indeterminate solitary confinement. Strike
representatives are now challenging the entire “justice”
system. The most gratifying aspect of the many discussions engendered by our leaflet was the reaction of ordinary people, locals and tourists from around the world.
Many concluded that the only solution to the absolute
inhumanity governing today’s world is the kind of human solidarity personified by these prisoners.
—Ron Kelch

Shut down all of today’s Alcatrazes!
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Epigones discard
Marxist-Humanism

continued from p. 5

Dunayevskaya’s point that the absolute opposite of the
socially necessary labor time of value production is not
equal pay for equal labor time but time as “the space for
human development.”

DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE

Instead he clings to the one original contribution
made by Kliman: making every hour of labor equal.
How can the homogenizing of
concrete labor be part of a Marxian vision of the new society?
The specific character of labor
in capitalist production has to do with pounding all
concrete labors into one homogeneous mass—and thus
labor assumes a thingified form.
The Kliman-Hudis thesis is based on an interpretation of the Critique of the Gotha Program that contrasts sharply with that of Dunayevskaya, who wrote:
“Marx’s Critique of the Gotha Program is the
finest critique in the sense of seeing that the
revolution in permanence has to continue after
the overthrow….So the point is the recognition of
what Marx meant by revolution in permanence,
that it has to continue afterwards…and the fact
that you have to be very conscious that until we
end the division between mental and manual labor…we will not really have a new man, a new
woman, a new child, a new society.”8
Hudis allows that Marx “does not intend for his
critique to be read as a detailed blueprint,” but then
assumes that Marx is actually “spelling out an alternative” centering on distribution by labor time.9
In reality Marx was demonstrating the need for
revolution in permanence, by spelling out an immanent
critique of the Gotha Program’s loose Lassallean conceptions of “equal right,” “fair distribution,” and “undiminished proceeds of labor.” He showed how “equal
remuneration” turns into its opposite because of the
inherent defects of “bourgeois right.”10
To obscure the undue stress on distribution, Hudis
switched to the phrasing “directly social vs. indirectly
social labor.” Rather than developing Marx’s concept of
directly social labor, however, he reduced it to another
name for equal distribution.

ESSAY

DIRECTLY SOCIAL LABOR: HUDIS vs. MARX

Hudis writes as if directly social labor is to be introduced in the new society. Marx pointed to directly
social labor already operating in capitalism through cooperation in the process of production.11 Dunayevskaya
saw this as a new mass power that needs to be released
from the value-form to develop freely.12 She relates this
collective power of masses to the experience of the Paris
Commune and freely associated labor, which is Marx’s
most precise development of what would liberate directly social labor from its capitalist integument. Freely associated labor was central to Dunayevskaya, but Hudis
makes it secondary to “directly social labor” as the key
to the new society (pp. 157-60, 191, 194, 197).
Hudis and Kliman had justified their project based
on the claim that the masses would not move until they
were presented with a “viable alternative to capitalism.” They had retreated to the standard post-Marx
Marxist attitude that the masses are backward. And
yet the founder of Marxist-Humanism, Raya Dunayevskaya, always singled out as her philosophic breakthrough her discerning of the movement from practice
that is itself a form of theory.
But Hudis now openly rejects Dunayevskaya’s foundational category. He writes:
“Marx does not equate the consciousness that
emerges from the oppressed with revolutionary theory.
The latter does not emerge spontaneously from the
masses, but from hard conceptual labor on the part of
theoreticians” (p. 80).13
This is the self-written obituary of the former
Marxist-Humanists, who built their academic careers
on cannibalizing Dunayevskaya’s conclusions while
quietly dismantling their philosophical framework.
8. Women’s Liberation and the Dialectics of Revolution, p. 181.
9. So dogmatically does Hudis insist on “the necessity of
remunerating individuals based on actual labour-time….
Nor is it possible to leave behind such cardinal principles
of the old society as basing remuneration on an exchange
of labour-time for means of consumption” (pp. 203, 209)
that even where Capital projected that the mode of distribution of postcapitalist society “will vary….We shall assume
[distribution by labor time], but only for the sake of a parallel with the production of commodities” (emphasis added),
Hudis reads it as a statement that the new society must do
so (pp. 157, 198).
10. This argument is detailed in my “Reading Marx’s Critique
of the Gotha Program,” in Pre-Convention Discussion Bulletin #2,
August 2006, News and Letters Committees.
11. A detailed examination can be found in my “Marx on directly social labor,” in Interim Discussion Bulletin #1, January
2006, News and Letters Committees.
12. See her Marxism and Freedom, from 1776 until Today, Chapter 6.
13. Marx at the Margins does not mention the movement from
practice as a form of theory.
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WORLD IN VIEW Syrian Revolution: humanity on trial
no breast milk due to malnutrition” (April 5, 2016).
The call was unheeded. In August Daraya became
the latest liberated area to be emptied of people through
violence. The hundreds of thousands of Free Syrians in
Aleppo remain under threat.
By the hypocritical standards of big power rhetoric,
Daraya did everything
Photo by Zaher Sahloul, Syrian
“right.” It was defended
American Medical Society
heroically by “moderate”
Free Syrian Army (FSA)
fighters under the control
of a civilian council. Yet
Russia bombed it mercilessly, Iran supplied endless soldiers as cannonfodder to attack it, and
the U.S. and its allies held
back the FSA Southern
Front from coming to its
aid by threatening to cut
off their meager support.

by Gerry Emmett

As the big powers push toward their desired
“settlement” in Syria, the world is witnessing the
most vicious war crimes of the century. The Assad
regime’s patron, Russia, is carpet bombing cities
and towns. Thousands
of civilians are dying by
conventional weapons;
by crude, indiscriminate weapons like barrel bombs; and by illegal
weapons like chlorine
gas, white phosphorus bombs, and cluster
bombs. More thousands
have died under torture.
Unbearable photos
of children, their skin
burned off by napalm—or
charred to ashes, dead—
ARMS
AND
THE
cry out to the world. The
PEOPLE
great powers—President
Putin, President Obama, Children hospitalized after government bombing in Hama province, Syria.
The Revolution was
the UN Security Council
and is about new human
members—pretend not to see.
relations. It was never reducible to military terms, alUN agencies are compromised by collaboration
though armed self-defense became a necessity in 2011
with this genocide. The regime collects 90% of UN aid.
when the Assad regime massacred peaceful demonstraLiberated areas receive little or nothing.
tors. Yet even the FSA has never been exempt from
revolutionary critique by civilians.
‘ETHNIC CLEANSING’ OF LIBERATED TOWNS
This is still a principle that is alive among the revoThe Women Now Center of Daraya, a stronghold of
the Revolution, addressed a powerful call to the world:
“Our town has witnessed the worst of bombing and
destruction and cruel siege for over three consecutive
years…There is no food at all in Daraya. There are cases
of malnutrition, and we have resorted to cooking soups
made purely of spices in order to stave off hunger. There
are signatories to this letter that have not eaten for at
least two days—some longer. There is no baby milk and

Zimbabwe in crisis

As President Robert Mugabe’s ruling party continues to be roiled by the question of his potential successor, new pressures are coming to bear. While Mugabe
would prefer his wife Grace to become the next autocrat, China, his major patron, has come out in favor of
Vice-President Emmerson Mnangagwa. Mnangagwa
was trained in 1960s China—his major support base is
in the Chinese-supplied military.
The Chinese are also demanding reforms to the
ruling party in the wake of Zimbabwe’s default of $1.5
billion in loans.
More significantly, mass protests and strikes have
also erupted over unemployment, electoral reform, and
failure to pay doctors’, nurses’, and teachers’ salaries.
This has been a largely spontaneous uprising.
Patson Dzamara, brother of disappeared activist
Itai Dzamara, said: “If we were to have a single coordinated organization, the security apparatus would
easily infiltrate and destroy it. I think it is okay to have
a number of movements which share the same values.
We have a converging point in the removal of Mugabe.”
The strikes and protests have put a major crimp
into both Western and Chinese capitalism’s efforts to
“engage” with Mugabe’s government over its $7 billion
debt.
—G.E.

lutionary people. Mass demonstrations have always asserted that the particular aims of the armed factions
must be subordinate to the revolutionary overthrow of
Assad. If that broad view wasn’t shared by the state
powers or fundamentalist organizations that were the
only source of weapons, it didn’t mean those powers
subsumed the Revolution. It means that that has been
a form of class struggle within the Revolution.
The most principled struggles against ISIS and
Al Qaeda have also arisen through this grassroots dynamic.

WE NEED SYRIA, SYRIA NEEDS US

The rulers may cut funding for schools. But they
are trying to “educate” us to accept any atrocity they
choose to commit. Place the phrase “there are no good
guys in Syria” side by side with the reality of a napalmscarred child and you will get their idea. They want to
turn your very thoughts into death.
We have to resist this brutality. The rulers’ endgame is a lie. We must demand an end to the bombing
and starvation sieges. We must demand an end to the
dehumanization that allows this genocide to become accepted as “inevitable.” This is for our own sake as much
as for the Syrian people.
Aleppo journalist Ali Abu Joud lost his four children to a bombing on Aug. 20. Standing in the ruins,
he said, “People of the world, if you don’t protest, the
same thing that was done to us may be done to you.
I’m not even going to bother calling on the UN, or Arab
or Western leaders. My message is to the people. Your
turn will come.”

Colombia agreement raises hopes, questions

After four years of negotiations, a peace agreement
between the Colombian government of President Juan
Manuel Santos and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC) has been greeted with hope and skepticism. A plebiscite of Colombians will be held on Oct. 2,
while President Santos and the head of FARC, Rodrigo
Londoño (Timochenko), are expected to sign the final
agreement in September.
Within the agreement are procedures for the demobilization of FARC fighters, and a Special Tribunal for
Peace that would include transitional justice, granting
amnesty for some (not all) crimes. The agreement also
encompasses some rural reforms, changes to the coca
eradication program, and parliamentary elections.

INCALCULABLE HUMAN COST OF WAR

A half-century of war cost the lives of a quarter
million Colombians, mostly civilians. Forty-five thousand “disappeared,” and almost seven million were forcibly displaced internally. While both sides have hands
dripping with blood, government troops and paramilitary forces are estimated to have been responsible for
as many as two-thirds of the deaths, including such
atrocities as creating “false positives,” that is, to make
their numbers look good, soldiers captured and killed
innocent peasants and youth while claiming that they
were FARC guerrillas.
Right-wing former president Álvaro Uribe is pushing for a No vote on the plebiscite. If it passes, it may
leave him open to be tried for massive violations of human rights that occurred during his murderous regime.
For its part, FARC has been involved in kidnappings and the drug trade to finance its operations. The
initial Marxist rhetoric it professed did not include

working out a serious vision of a new human society
in Colombia.
Colombia’s long history as a poor and deeply unequal society, long in the hands of a landed oligarchy,
has been at the root of this unending war. The U.S.’s
“Plan Colombia,” begun in 2000, bears much responsibility for contributing to this deadly conflict. Since 2001
it has given $10 billion to Colombia; 70% was military
aid—training troops, supplying military technology
and weapons, and supporting an aerial fumigation program to decimate coca crops.

WHAT PEACE IS POSSIBLE?

Earlier this year, in a letter to U.S. President
Obama, a network of 135 Colombian communities
known as CONPAZ (Communities Building Peace in
the Territories) wrote, “We have seen how our rights
have been violated using the pretext of the armed conflict. We have seen how our territories have been and
continue to be militarized and even worse, have seen a
rise in [the] presence of paramilitaries…Evidently Colombia has changed with Plan Colombia…[yet] these
changes have not necessarily meant the improvement
in the quality of life for the majority of Colombians.”
An end to this terrible war and the possibility
of peace is welcome. But the question before Colombia is what kind of peace, what kind of future
is possible?
An informal worker in Bogotá expressed succinctly
the reality of the moment: “Peace is a word politicians
talk about all the time. But in Colombia, there is no
peace. I come from the lower classes and there is no
peace. As long as we have to be desperately seeking
bread, doing whatever it takes to survive, there will be
no peace.”
—Eugene Walker

NEWS AND LETTERS COMMITTEES

Who We Are And What We Stand For

News and Letters Committees is
an organization of Marxist-Humanists.
It has always stood for the abolition
of capitalism, both in its private property form as in the U.S., and in its state
property form calling itself Communist,
which appeared as the Russian Revolution was transformed into its opposite. That retrogression anticipated the
next stage of development—the age of
state-capitalism. We stand for a society
of new human relations, what Marx
called a new Humanism.
News & Letters was founded in
1955, the year of the Detroit wildcat
strikes against automation and the
Montgomery Bus Boycott against segregation—activities which signaled a
new movement from practice that was
itself a form of theory. News & Letters
was created so that the voices of revolt
could be heard unseparated from the
articulation of a philosophy of liberation.
Raya Dunayevskaya (1910–1987),
founder of the body of ideas of
Marxist-Humanism, was Chairwoman
of News and Letters Committees from
its founding to 1987. Charles Denby
(1907–1983), a Black rank-and-file autoworker, author of Indignant Heart: A
Black Worker’s Journal, was editor of the
paper from 1955 to 1983.

The articulation of the relationship
between the movement from practice
which is itself a form of theory and the
movement from theory to philosophy is
reflected in Dunayevskaya’s three major
works.
Marxism and Freedom, from 1776 until Today (1958), established the American roots of Marxism while presenting
a comprehensive attack on present-day
Communism, which is a form of statecapitalism. It re-established Marxism in
its original form as “a thorough-going
Naturalism or humanism,” while pointing to the new Humanist philosophy
expressed by the working class. It presented history and theory as emanating
from the movement from practice.
Philosophy and Revolution: From
Hegel to Sartre and from Marx to Mao
(1973), written after the failed revolts
of the 1960s, articulated the integrality of philosophy and revolution as the
characteristic of the age and, tracing it
historically, caught the link of continuity
with the Humanism of Marx. As against
the vanguard party, the integration of
dialectics and organization reflects the
revolutionary maturity of the age and
the passion for a philosophy of liberation.
Rosa Luxemburg, Women’s Liberation, and Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution

(1982) explores Marx’s body of ideas
from his discovery of a continent of
thought and of revolution in his youth
to the “new moments” of his last decade. Written for our time of revolutions in developing countries, the rise
of the international women’s liberation
movement, and global economic crisis, it
reveals the absolute challenge to make
real Marx’s “revolution in permanence”
as the determinant for the relationship
of theory and practice and as ground
for organization.
These works spell out the philosophic ground of Marx’s Humanism.
American Civilization on Trial: Black Masses
as Vanguard (1963, 1983) concretizes it
on the American scene and shows the
two-way freedom road between the
U.S. and Africa.
In 1989 News and Letters Committees published Dunayevskaya’s original
1953 philosophic breakthrough—her
two letters on Hegel’s Absolutes—and
her 1987 Presentation on the Dialectics of Organization and Philosophy
in The Philosophic Moment of MarxistHumanism.
This body of ideas challenges all
those desiring freedom to transcend
the limitations of post-Marx Marxism. In
light of the crises of our nuclear-armed
world, climate change, and failed revolu-

tions, it becomes imperative not only to
reject what is, but to further work out
the revolutionary Humanist future inherent in the present. The recreation of
Marx’s philosophy as Marxist-Humanism
is recorded in Dunayevskaya’s archives,
The Raya Dunayevskaya Collection—
Marxist-Humanism: A Half-Century of Its
World Development, deposited at Wayne
State University in Detroit and available
to all.
We aim to continue to develop
Marxist-Humanism and make it available to all who struggle for freedom.
In opposing this capitalist, racist, sexist,
heterosexist, class-ridden society, we
have adopted a committee form of organization rather than any elitist party
“to lead.”
We participate in all class and freedom struggles, nationally and internationally. As our Constitution states:
“It is our aim…to promote the firmest unity among workers, Blacks and
other minorities, women, youth and
those intellectuals who have broken
with the ruling bureaucracy of both
capital and labor.” We do not separate mass activities from the activity of thinking. Send for a free copy of
the Constitution of News and Letters
Committees or see it on our website:
www.newsandletters.org.

